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Abstract 
 
 
 In southeastern North America, the Woodland period (ca. 1000 B.C. to A.D. 1050) was 
arguably witness to the first early village societies, and Kolomoki—located in southwestern 
Georgia—is among the largest villages during this interval. Though archaeologists recognize these 
communities as seminal developments in the course of human history, little attention has been paid 
to how they develop and vary internally. This thesis seeks to address these issues by focusing on 
the development and social construction of the early village community at Kolomoki. The results 
of an excavation program carried out within Kolomoki’s South Village affords a clearer picture of 
this understudied area, and provides supplemental collections to previous work at the site. New 
radiocarbon dates suggest a dynamic developmental sequence of Kolomoki’s village, starting as a 
relatively compact village sometime around the second century A.D., and growing to a massive 
scale around the seventh or eighth century A.D. Comparisons of various classes of material cultural 
provide evidence for contrasts between occupation along Kolomoki’s northern and southern 
enclosures, interpreted as differing uses of space by an internally differentiated community.
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
 
Throughout history, mobile populations have transitioned to sedentary lifeways, a process 
that required differing degrees of cooperation and creativity. Bandy and Fox (2010a) use the term 
“early village societies” to refer to this process as it occurred in antiquity. In southeastern North 
America, the Woodland period (ca. 1000 B.C. to A.D. 1050) was arguably witness to the first early 
village societies. While isolated earlier villages made cameos during the Middle and Late Archaic 
periods (e.g., Gibson 2000; Sassaman 2006), it was during the Woodland period that these 
communities became common features on the landscape (Anderson and Mainfort 2002; Anderson 
and Sassaman 2012; Pluckhahn and Thompson 2017). Kolomoki, located in southwestern Georgia 
(Figure 1.1), is among the largest known manifestations of these early villages during this time 
(see Pluckhahn 2003:198). Featuring nine mounds and covering nearly one square kilometer, 
Kolomoki is estimated to have been home to several hundred people (Pluckhahn 2003:190). 
The conditions that promoted aggregation into large-early villages remain broadly 
unexplored, though in attempts at explaining aggregate community formations, archaeologists tend 
to rely on external stresses such as warfare or environmental change in bringing communities 
together (Birch 2012:648). However, such explanations—even if tenable—only provide half an 
explanation at best, as human beings play an active role in structuring their societies. As Gosden 
	 2 
Figure 1.1: A map of Kolomoki, including its location in regional context. 
 
 
(1994:87) puts it, “Unless human agents are included within our view of the social process, 
institutionalized practice looks like an abstract force operating outside of human control.” 
This thesis focuses on the development and social construction of the early village 
community at Kolomoki and, by extension, contributes to a general understanding of these fairly 
understudied aspects of early village societies. Though Kolomoki’s residential areas have received 
extensive testing in their northern and eastern expressions (Pluckhahn 2003, 2011), the South 
Village, which roughly follows the site’s southern enclosure (or earthen embankment), has 
received comparably minimal investigation. To remedy this issue, I (and colleagues) carried out a 
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field program—entitled the Kolomoki South Village Project—consisting of controlled surface 
collections, geophysical survey, and small-scale excavations in order to generate materials to better 
elucidate the occupational dynamics of the residential community. In this thesis I draw from our 
newly collected data recovered from along the southern village arc, as well as the work of previous 
scholars at Kolomoki.  
 
Research Design 
 
My research question essentially consists of two parts: village formation and integration. 
Pluckhahn (2003:185, 2007a) has suggested that the initial community at Kolomoki consisted of 
a massive-circular village, perhaps in accordance with a “grand design” for the site in general. Did 
Kolomoki’s village develop early and quickly, as this model suggests? To address this question, I 
(and colleagues) obtained new radiocarbon determinations from our excavations within the 
southern village (see also Menz 2015), as well as previously investigated areas (see also Pluckhahn 
and Wallis forthcoming; Pluckhahn et al. forthcoming), in order to construct a Bayesian statistical 
model to aid in understanding the pace of village formation.  
Additionally, several anthropologists have discussed how circular settlement arrangements 
can serve to reinforce notions of equality while often preserving intra-group distinctions (see 
Means 2007; Rautman 2016). Following Pluckhahn (2007a), could Kolomoki’s circular-
residential plan have been a strategy of integration for an internally differentiated community? To 
address this question, I performed comparative analyses of artifact assemblages (primarily pottery 
and flaked stone), storage pits and post molds, and ecofacts from different sections of Kolomoki’s 
residential areas in order to identify any conspicuous contrasts among these contexts.  
	 4 
The results of this project refined several aspects of our understanding of occupation at 
Kolomoki. Perhaps most significantly, a honed chronology of the village indicates that the site’s 
large circular residential plan likely occurred later than previously thought, appearing to reach its 
fullest extent sometime around the seventh or eighth century A.D. My data suggest that 
Kolomoki’s village experienced four distinct phases of occupation during the Woodland period, 
including intervals of reorganization, expansion, and probable contraction. I argue that during the 
culmination of residential growth, a segmentary community existed at Kolomoki. A general north-
south distinction is apparent within village areas spanning the site’s enclosures, and may possibly 
be indicative of a dual social structure within Kolomoki’s residential community.  
This chapter provides a brief introduction to the Kolomoki site with overviews of previous 
research and a summary of the archaeological and cultural backdrop of the Woodland period. In 
Chapter 2, I discuss the theoretical orientation of my research, which largely draws from theories 
of community and the built environment. Chapter 3 summarizes the methods employed during this 
project, and Chapters 4–6 provide the results of our investigations within Kolomoki’s southern 
village area. In Chapter 7, I introduce a refined chronology for the village, supply evidence for 
contrasting uses of space within residential areas along Kolomoki’s enclosures, and discuss how 
the occupation at Kolomoki may relate to broader trends apparent within the region. Finally, 
Chapter 8 concludes this work with a summary and recommendations for future research. 
 
Geographic and Chronological Setting 
 
Kolomoki is located near the approximate midpoint of the lower Chattahoochee Valley, 
roughly 12-km east of the Chattahoochee River itself. Situated within the physiographic province 
	 5 
of the Coastal Plain, the site is dominated today by shortleaf and longleaf pines, as well as a variety 
of hardwoods. The topography immediately surrounding Kolomoki is characterized by gently 
rolling hills. The soils are composed of combinations of red and brown sand and clay. The majority 
of the site, however, is located on a broad and fairly level terrace (Figure 1.2), which is bordered 
by numerous steep slopes that terminate in springheads (Pluckhahn 2003:34) (see also Pluckhahn 
[2011]; Sears [1956] for in-depth reviews of Kolomoki’s geology and site formation processes). 
To the north and east, the terrace slopes down to Little Kolomoki Creek, a tributary of the 
Chattahoochee River. Though favored with plenty of water, as Pluckhahn (2003:31) notes, 
Kolomoki’s location “so far from a major stream is virtually without parallel among the large 
mound sites in the eastern United States” (see also Lewis and Stout 1998). 
Several scholars have debated the incentives behind Kolomoki’s location. Steinen 
(1998:185) notes that while villages with the same ceramic horizons are found along the 
Chattahoochee River, Kolomoki sits in relative isolation within the interior (see also Steinen 1976, 
1995). Acknowledging the site’s location near the ecotone of the sub-physiographic districts of the 
Dougherty Plain and Red Hills, Steinen (1998:190) argues that such an environment would have 
been favorable to the diffuse subsistence regimes of the Middle and Late Woodland periods; a 
point with which Anderson (1998:279, 285) agrees, though assigning less significance to the area’s 
agricultural potential, and instead emphasizing the possibility of Kolomoki acting as a sort of “way 
station” in the exchange of shell from the Gulf to the interior (see also Milanich et al. 1997:191). 
Pluckhahn (2003:45) also points to the relative dearth of occupation surrounding Kolomoki 
while attempting to explain its location. Based on site-file data within a 200-km radius of 
Kolomoki, he points out that, at least initially, the site appears to be located between two discrete 
settlement clusters roughly 70 km to the north and south. In light of this, Pluckhahn (2003:46) 
	 6 
 
Figure 1.2: An aerial view to the east, showcasing Mounds A (top) and D (bottom) ca. 2000. Photo 
courtesy of Dr. Thomas J. Pluckhahn. 
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proposes that Kolomoki may have “served as a convenient nexus between two or more societies 
for mediation and ceremony.” 
Finally, Menz (2015) suggests that trade in lithic materials may have been a significant 
factor with respect to the site’s location during its major period of occupation. While Kolomoki 
sits immediately north of the natural distribution of Coastal Plain chert (Menz 2015:10), the 
Chattahoochee Valley north of Kolomoki is generally bereft of chert outcrops (Menz 2015:91). 
Acknowledging these raw material distributions, as well as the economic disparities within various 
sections of the village, Menz (2015:92) observes that “Kolomoki was ideally placed to facilitate 
exchange in lithic materials to the north and south along the Chattahoochee and Apalachicola 
Rivers.” Despite whatever may have been the original lure(s) behind the site’s placement, it is 
probable that each of these factors, and likely several others (see also Pluckhahn 2003:185, 206), 
contributed to Kolomoki’s growth and rise to prominence within the region. 
As it currently stands, the archaeological site consists of at least eight mounds (Mound K 
was excavated by Fairbanks (1941), and is no longer apparent on the landscape), including two 
elaborate burial mounds (D and E), three small mounds of uncertain function (B, C, and G; though 
see Hardman and Hardman [1991]), two small platform mounds (F and H), and one massive 
platform mound (A), with a height of nearly 17 m (Pluckhahn 2003). Though they remain elusive 
today, several other earthworks have historically been associated with Kolomoki, including the 
enigmatic enclosure (Figure 1.3), which encapsulates the core of the site and most of its mounds 
(see Pluckhahn [2003]; Trowell [1998] for in-depth reviews). Historic accounts of these enclosure 
walls indicate that they once stood between 1 and 3 ft high (Trowell 1998), though were likely 
even taller in antiquity. Today, the southern enclosure is barely discernable as a rise of merely a 
few centimeters in elevation. As early visits to the site suggest (see Trowell 1998), it is certainly 
	 8 
Figure 1.3: A 1999 Google Earth aerial reveals traces of Kolomoki’s southern enclosure. Notably, 
a potential enclosure wall depicted in McKinely’s (1873) map also appears visible in the photo. 
Map data: Google, U.S. Geological Survey. 
 
 
possible that Kolomoki once featured several additional earthworks, but have since been eroded 
during the long history of modern cultivation taking place across the site. 
 Historic documents compiled and summarized by Trowell (1998) indicate that much of 
Kolomoki, including the summit of Mound A, was used for modern agricultural pursuits between 
around 1840 and 1911 when the property was known as the Mercier Plantation. Though the 
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majority of the site is today protected as a state park, much of the South Village extends beyond 
the park’s southern boundary, and lies within the fields of private owners who continue to use 
these areas for cultivation. The impacts from agriculture can be spotted wreaking havoc on the site 
as early as the late 1800s in William McKinley’s description of the southern enclosure: “The wall 
in the woods is little more than 1 1/2 feet high---that in the plantation not exceeding 15 inches, the 
former having been protected from the effects of cultivation” (Trowell 1998:21). In 1884, E. 
Palmer paid a visit to the site while working for the Bureau of Ethnology, and explicitly stated that 
one of the enclosure walls passes through a plowed field (Trowell 1998:27). Interestingly, Palmer 
also noted the remains of what appeared to be several prehistoric structures. His observations are 
worth quoting at length (spelling and grammar left as found): 
One hundred feet north from Mound No 7 is a broken peice of land (D on plot) 150 
feet long and 100 feet wide. Hear is to be seen abundant evidence that dwellings 
once stood hear but of late rains have cut up this spot so that only one undisturbed 
house sign remained. It was three feet deep and 5 to 6 feet square composed all 
most entirely of ashes with animal bones and much broken Pottery which is sent 
numbered 332. The pottery is very curious and had the rest of the house sights 
remained undisturbed much of value might have been found. 
A short distance from the South end of the big Mound is a patch of woods 
much broaken up by rains cutting it into various small patches, with threes hear and 
there the roots of which have aided materially in saving what soil or irregular small 
patches that do remains. These are what is left of the once level spot upon which 
stood habitations, the spot naturally low gave the water advantages in its dis-
truction. The great quantity of broken pottery and animal bones washed out 
indicated quiate a settlement of people once was hear. The house sights are told by 
the ashes found immediately under the soil in which the great number of fragments 
of animal bones and pottery was found. 
Previous visitors to this locality dug out many of the best house sights 
carrying away the showey things as curiosities leaving the balance to distruction. 
So I found but few undisturbed house sights. These were thoroughly examined and 
the specimens found are sent under number 333-4-5 and 336. [Trowell 1998:24-25] 
	
 These records suggest that modern cultivation and other erosive activities have severely 
affected the site. Nevertheless, as the results of this and previous excavation programs demonstrate, 
preserved deposits can still be found across Kolomoki, including the remains of structures (see 
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Pluckhahn 2003). Research on plowed deposits suggest that while artifacts are likely to experience 
three-dimensional displacement, the lateral movement of artifacts and the effect on large-scale 
distributional patterns can be relatively limited (Roper 1976; Van de Velde 1987). The general 
accordance between the results of Pluckhahn’s (2003) site-wide grid (discussed below) and the 
locations of artifact scatters noted in historic accounts of Kolomoki lend credence to the prospect 
of fairly preserved distributional patterns. Most important is that archaeologists recognize the 
potential bias that these activities may introduce and create their research designs accordingly 
(Redman and Watson 1970). Perhaps the most severe result of these modern land modification 
activities has been the annihilation of the stratigraphic integrity of much of Kolomoki’s residential 
deposits. This lack of intact stratigraphy served to obfuscate an already perplexing site, and is 
partially responsible for misunderstandings regarding its occupation (Sears 1992; 2013). 
Controversy surrounded Kolomoki’s place in the regional chronology for nearly half a 
century in what became known as the “Kolomoki Problem” (Knight and Schnell 2004; Pluckhahn 
2003, 2007b; Trowell 1998). William Sears, who conducted extensive excavations at Kolomoki in 
the mid-twentieth century (see Sears 1956), believed the site belonged to the Mississippian period, 
swayed at least in part by the site’s colossal platform mound (Knight and Schnell 2004; Pluckhahn 
2007b). Largely based on his findings within the burial mounds, Sears (1956, 1968) described 
Kolomoki as the head of a “priest state,” and drew analogies with the eighteenth century Natchez, 
a chiefdom-like society characterized by social stratification, a reliance on maize agriculture, and 
mortuary rituals involving human sacrifice.  
Many of Sears’s contemporaries disagreed with this interpretation, resulting in general 
confusion over the site’s placement in the regional chronology, and neglect of Kolomoki in 
relevant literature (Knight and Schnell 2004; Pluckhahn 2007b; Trowell 1998). Through 
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subsequent radiocarbon dating and refinement of the site’s ceramic seriation, it is now known that 
Kolomoki’s main occupation actually occurred earlier, in the Middle and Late Woodland periods 
(Menz 2015; Pluckhahn 2003, 2011). Though Sears’s original interpretation was called into 
question well before publication (Knight and Schnell 2004; Pluckhahn 2007b; Trowell 1998), was 
begrudgingly revised shortly before his death (Sears 1992), and later empirically verified 
inaccurate (Menz 2015; Pluckhahn 2003, 2011), the interpretation he initially provided is still the 
main depiction offered by the museum on the Kolomoki Mounds State Park grounds today. 
 
Overviews of Previous Research at Kolomoki 
 
Though several archaeologists had visited Kolomoki from the mid-nineteenth to mid-
twentieth centuries (see Pluckhahn 2003; Trowell 1998), Sears was the first to conduct large-scale 
excavations in numerous areas across the site. His work provides descriptions of several of the 
mounds, many of which were almost entirely excavated, and affords a glimpse of the elaborate 
mortuary ceremonialism that took place at Kolomoki (see Sears 1951b, 1953a, 1953b, 1956, 2013). 
Notably, excavations in the two burial mounds (E and D) produced numerous artifacts made from 
materials of non-local origin, including marine shell, copper, meteoric iron, and mica, likely 
representing the participation of Kolomoki’s inhabitants in long distance trade routes; perhaps 
even the Hopewellian Interaction Sphere (Pluckhahn 2003:98, 2010:108) just prior to its 
disintegration (see also Anderson and Sassaman 2012:126, 133). The exact temporal range of the 
two burial mounds, however, remains somewhat uncertain, though the construction of these 
mounds is thought to have been initiated relatively early in the site’s occupational sequence 
(Pluckhahn 2003). The ostentatious nature of these mounds—each thought by Sears to be initiated 
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by the death of a single individual and built in a more or less continuous manner—led Sears (1956) 
to believe that Kolomoki was home to a population with significant socio-economic distinctions.  
Sears (1951a, 1956) also conducted numerous excavations in the site’s village areas; 
however, the reporting of these excavations leave much to be desired. Maps generated by Sears 
depicting the village layout are sometimes inconsistent (Pluckhahn 2000:145), but generally 
conform to a crescent shaped village open to the east and focused around the site’s central plaza 
area. He also outlined a distinct linear Weeden Island-period village extending beyond the park’s 
southern boundaries in at least one map (Sears 1953b:Fig. 82) and consistently mentioned it in his 
descriptions of the site (Sears 1951a:27, 1953b:223, 1956:95, 1992:68, 2013:15–16). As 
previously stated, Sears erred in his temporal assessment of Kolomoki, justifying his chronology 
by way of an inverted ceramic seriation and/or misclassification of Swift Creek ceramic types as 
a post Weeden Island period series. Unfortunately, much of Sears’s interpretation of the site has 
been refuted by subsequent work and is largely considered inaccurate.  
With the exception of excavations conducted by Ken Johnson (1997) just south of Mound 
E, no substantial subsurface investigations were carried out at Kolomoki until Thomas Pluckhahn 
began work at the site in the late 1990s. Intensive off mound sampling by Pluckhahn (2003, 2011), 
including a massive grid of shovel tests and surface collections, geophysical prospection, and 
small-scale and block excavations, both considerably expanded and refined former interpretations 
of the site. With these data, Pluckhahn (2003, 2011) demonstrated that the village at Kolomoki 
was significantly larger than had been previously assumed, showed only minor evidence of social 
inequality, and conformed to a primarily Middle-to-Late Woodland-period occupation. Using this 
information, he established a chronology for Kolomoki ranging roughly from A.D 350–850.  
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Pluckhahn (2003) describes a flourishing settlement during the first two centuries of 
occupation, characterized by increasing mound construction and regional influence. The central 
east–west mound axis (composed of mounds E, D, A and K), as well as the site’s surrounding 
enclosure, were likely constructed over the course of this interval. The village is believed to be 
arranged in a circular pattern over 500 m in diameter, appearing relatively suddenly on the 
landscape within the first century of occupation (Pluckhahn 2003:181–185; 2007a:7). This is 
considered to be a permanent residential community, estimated at around several hundred people, 
which Pluckhahn (2003) describes as participating in corporate strategies of organization and 
emphasizing an egalitarian ethos through communal mound construction and ritual events. 
The latter three centuries represent a settlement in decline. Mound construction never 
exceeded the pace achieved in the second century of the site’s occupation, despite the additions of 
mounds B, C, and F. The village plan during this period is thought to shift dramatically, as the 
northern portion of the site became relatively abandoned while portions of the eastern and southern 
areas remained intact. Social distinctions became more pronounced during these periods, and 
residential areas yielded evidence for a shift to more exclusionary practices (Pluckhahn 2003, 2011, 
2013, 2015). 
Menz (2015) has also recently made advances in our understanding of Kolomoki. With a 
reanalysis of the lithic materials generated from Pluckhahn’s (2003) site-wide grid, and supporting 
evidence from excavations detailed herein, Menz (2015:84) suggests that greater differentiation 
existed within the village areas, at least with regard to lithic production and/or consumption, than 
had been previously considered (cf. Pluckhahn 2003). Notably, these disparities are evidenced 
through disproportionate concentrations of Coastal Plain chert in and between village areas north 
of the central mound axis, while the distribution of milky quartz parallels this pattern in the South  
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Figure 1.4: The distribution of Coastal Plain chert by count, after Menz (2015:Figure 4-25). 
 
Figure 1.5: The distribution of milky quartz by count, after Menz (2015:Figure 4-33).  
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(Figures 1.4 and 1.5). Complementing these opposing clusters of raw materials are differences in 
lithic reduction strategies; chert debris along the area of the northern enclosure exhibits high 
densities of late stage debris, while manufacturing industries along the southern enclosure are 
characterized by expedient flake and core technology (Menz 2015:82). 
In addition to the lithic analysis, Menz (2015) also obtained four radiocarbon assays from 
materials generated by the Kolomoki South Village Project. These dates have caused uncertainty 
with regards to the occupational sequence posited by Pluckhahn (2003, 2011; see also Smith and 
Neiman 2007) based on conflicting temporal assignments via ceramic assemblages and accelerator 
mass spectrometry (AMS) dates (see Pluckhahn 2003:Table 2.2; Menz 2015:Table 4-10). This 
issue will be addressed in more detail herein. 
 
Regional Trends 
 
The Woodland Southeast. Though Kolomoki occasionally manifests traces of a poorly 
understood Archaic period presence (Sears 1956:8, 27; Trowell 1998:69), as well as a more 
thoroughly documented, but relatively isolated Lamar occupation (Sears 1956; Fairbanks 1946), 
the bulk of activity at Kolomoki took place over the course of the Middle and Late Woodland 
periods (Menz 2015; Pluckhahn 2003, 2011). In the Southeastern United States, the Woodland 
period (ca. 1200 B.C.–A.D. 1000) has been traditionally divided into Early (ca. 1200–100 B.C.), 
Middle (ca. 100 B.C.–A.D. 500), and Late (ca. A.D. 500–1000) sub-periods, largely based on the 
widespread adoption of pottery; the establishment, and eventual disintegration, of the far-flung 
Hopewellian interaction network; and a period of political splintering, increasing reliance on 
agriculture, and population growth in several areas (Anderson and Mainfort 2002:1). However, 
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characteristic traits of these periods are known to vary temporally, and along the lower 
Chattahoochee and Apalachicola River Valleys, assemblages with Swift Creek and early Weeden 
Island ceramics—representing Middle Woodland affiliations—are known to last as late as ca. A.D. 
650 or 700 (White 2010; 2014).  
Though several characteristics of Woodland groups have Archaic antecedents (Anderson 
and Sassaman 2012), dramatic transformations occur across much of the Southeast during this 
time. As Anderson and Sassaman (2012:114) summarize, this period begins with “small, scattered 
communities networked through ritual sites they occasionally visited, and it ended with the 
emergence of compact, hierarchically organized societies administered by hereditary elite in civic-
ceremonial centers.” In addition to these changes is the likelihood of increasing competition and 
hostilities in several locations, as the Late Woodland appearance of “true arrow heads” evidences 
the introduction of the bow into the Deep South during this time (Blitz 1998; Little 1999; 
Pluckhahn 2015; Pluckhahn and Norman 2011). Put in other words, the course of the Woodland 
period, under the semblance of continuity, also represents an era of vast structural disruptions 
(sensu Sewell 2005) that, for many, eventually gave rise to a completely different way of living 
than that of the prior several millennia. 
 
The Swift Creek and Weeden Island Area. As previously alluded to, early Weeden Island 
series ceramics, and especially Swift Creek Complicated Stamped wares, dominate the village and 
mound assemblages at Kolomoki, with the site sitting in what is generally the southern and 
northern margins of these distributions, respectively (Figure 1.6). Several village sites where these 
distributions overlap (which comprises much of southern Georgia, southeastern Alabama, and the  
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Figure 1.6: Kolomoki’s location within the approximate distributions of Swift Creek and Weeden 
Island series ceramics. Figure after Milanich (2002:Figure 16.1), Stephenson et al. (2002:Figure 
15.4), and Wallis (2013:Figure 1). 
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panhandle of Florida) exhibit what seem to be formal site plans of circular midden deposits, 
centered on a central plaza area, in both coastal and interior locales (Milanich 2002:359; Pluckhahn 
2010:Figure 6.3; Stephenson et al. 2002:345; Russo et al. 2014a:127). In addition to the circular 
deposits, linear middens and small midden dumps have also been identified (Stephenson et al. 
2002:342), and interestingly, circular middens appear to be conspicuously absent along much of 
the lower Chattahoochee and Apalachicola river systems (Nancy White, personal communication 
2016).  
Circular deposits suggest general continuity with Archaic and Early Woodland populations 
in the region (Anderson and Sassaman 2012, Stephenson et al. 2002:345; Wallis 2007:216, 
2011:39) and are typically considered to reflect the disposed refuse of households and/or plaza 
activities (Anderson and Sassaman 2012:127; Menz 2015:78; Pluckhahn 2003; Stephenson et al. 
2002:345; Russo et al. 2014a:127; Wallis 2007:218, 2011:40). Though excavations adjacent and 
into these site features sometimes produce numerous post molds, clear structural patterns tend to 
be elusive (Stephenson et al. 2002:346; though see Shelby 2011; Milanich 1974; Pluckhahn 2003; 
2011). Notably, several examples of these site plans represent uneven concentrations of midden 
debris, and are often described as “crescent” or “horseshoe-shaped,” reflecting rings with a 
significantly lower concentration of material culture in a particular section. At Kolomoki, such a 
section is arguably represented by the “Southwest Enclosure” activity area as defined by 
Pluckhahn (2003) (Figure 1.7), where the quantities of both ceramics and lithics are low relative 
to the rest of the site’s large ring midden. Notably, much of the field work for this project took 
place in this portion of the site. 
 Due to the distinctive and often idiosyncratic designs of Swift Creek Complicated Stamped 
pottery—made in the region between approximately A.D. 150–800—archaeologists have been 
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Figure 1.7: Activity areas within Kolomoki’s village based on ceramic and lithic measures of 
density and ubiquity. Figure adapted from Pluckhahn (2003:Figure 4.13), courtesy of Dr. Thomas 
J. Pluckhahn. 
 
 
able to demonstrate the movement of both pots and carved paddles (used to imprint these designs) 
across much of the traditional Swift Creek area (e.g., Broyles 1968; Giles 2001; Snow 1975; Snow 
and Stephenson 1998; Stoltman and Snow 1998; Wallis 2011; Pluckhahn and Wallis 2016), and 
well beyond (e.g., Keith 2010; Mainfort et al. 1997; Stoltman 2015), via design matches, 
petrographic analysis, and other methods (see Anderson and Sassaman 2012:136–140; Stephenson 
et al. 2002:347–350). Pioneered through the work of Bettye Broyles (1968), this work implies a 
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very significant amount of movement of both goods and people across the landscape. However, 
these results are perhaps somewhat unsurprising, as mound complexes such as Kolomoki, and 
other large sites, are considered to have been gathering points for various dispersed groups 
(Anderson 1998:283; Pluckhahn 2003; Wallis 2011:37–38). 
 The nature of relations between populations that made and/or used Weeden Island pottery 
(circa A.D. 200–1000), which is thought to have antecedents in the Swift Creek ceramic tradition 
(Anderson and Sassaman 2012:127; Milanich 2002:353; Wallis 2013), is significantly less 
understood. This is, perhaps, partly due to the somewhat ill-defined “Weeden Island” concept. In 
terms of pottery, the Weeden Island series describes a variety of ceramic forms and functions that 
span several traditionally defined archaeological culture areas, which sometimes exhibit mutually 
exclusive uses of these ceramics (see Milanich 2002). The problems inherent in the various ways 
that this taxonomic designation is used—enough to give Milanich (2002:365) pause while 
attempting to explain “Weeden Island cultures” in a regional synthesis—are likely well known to 
archaeologists working within the temporal and geographic ranges of the Weeden Island confines 
(see also White 2013; 2014). Typically, however, participators in the Weeden Island I tradition, in 
this case referring to a practice and a span of time (loosely A.D. 200–750), are glossed as those 
who intentionally deposited elaborate mortuary wares, more often than not, into the east side of 
their burial mounds (Milanich 2002:365; Willey 1949:405). Groups engaging in this phenomenon 
may perhaps more accurately be described as participators in an interaction network, or possibly 
aspects of a shared cosmology. 
Kolomoki, which has been referred to as “the most famous Weeden Island site” (Milanich 
2002:352), is thought to have figured prominently in the exchange of this pottery. Due to the 
“technically perfect” (Sears 1973:39) nature of some of the effigy vessels recovered from his 
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excavations into Mound D, Sears speculated that these ceramics were the product of specialized 
production and were centrally distributed from Kolomoki to surrounding communities (see Wallis 
[2013:215–216] for a similar argument). To date, however, this hypothesis has not found strong 
empirical support (Milanich et al. 1997; Rice 1980; Sorresso and Wallis 2016; though see 
Pluckhahn and Cordell 2011). Still, as noted by several scholars, the similarities exhibited between 
effigy vessels distributed across the Weeden Island area are striking, and it is perhaps no 
coincidence that the mound assemblages from Kolomoki have produced the highest number of 
these effigies, in terms of both quantity, and variety of forms (Sorresso and Wallis 2016). 
Finally, recent research within the Swift Creek/Weeden Island area, is painting a picture of 
widespread village reorganizations sometime around A.D. 650. Several circular midden sites in 
the region, and especially along the Florida Gulf Coast, appear to undergo a significant alteration, 
if not expansion, of their community plans around this time (e.g., Russo et al. 2009, 2011, 2014b; 
Shanks 2016; Wallis 2016; Wallis et al. 2015; see also Stephenson et al. 2002:344), typically 
increasing from a smaller to larger ring. Notably, these smaller ring middens tend to be dominated 
by Swift Creek ceramics, as to where their larger counterparts, often placed nearby, if not 
immediately adjacent to the Swift Creek middens, feature the inclusion of early Weeden Island 
ceramic types. These shifts in settlement are possibly correlated with the roughly coeval southward 
shift in settlement along the Chattahoochee River as originally noted by Pluckhahn (2003:39–43). 
As discussed below, this emerging trend may have figured into the occupational dynamics at 
Kolomoki. 
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Summary 
 
Though Kolomoki retains many enigmatic qualities, research over the past two decades 
continues to improve our understanding of the site. Once placed as a Mississippian manifestation 
(Sears 1956), Kolomoki is now recognized as a primarily Middle and Late Woodland civic-
ceremonial center (Menz 2015; Pluckhahn 2003, 2011), with subtle socio-economic distinctions 
between segments of its village constituents (Menz 2015). Though the site shares similar attributes 
with other settlements within the region (Milanich 2002; Stephenson et al. 2002), the exaggerated 
scale of Kolomoki contrasts considerably with that of its contemporaries, perhaps owing to its 
status as a center of regional interaction (Pluckhahn 2003). The generally central geographic 
position within the distributions of Swift Creek and Weeden Island archaeological culture areas 
perhaps implies that Kolomoki may have acted as a sort of trade hub, among several other likely 
functions (Pluckhahn 2003), and the large distances in the movement of Swift Creek and Weeden 
Island pottery indicates a significant amount of movement of goods (Anderson and Sassaman 
2012:136–140; Stephenson et al. 2002:347–350)—and likely people (Stoltman 2015)—across the 
region, and/or to and from Kolomoki itself (Pluckhahn and Cordell 2011; Pluckhahn and Wallis 
2016; Sears 1973). Finally, an emergent trend of village reorganizations, perhaps accompanying a 
shift in settlement along the Chattahoochee River, may have influenced the expansion of 
Kolomoki’s large village expression; a point which will be further discussed in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Orientation 
 
 
My research questions and interpretations have been informed by a set of varied, yet 
interconnected, theoretical orientations. Inspired largely by theories of community and the built 
environment, the goal of this thesis is ultimately to contribute to the understanding of the 
development and social construction of Kolomoki’s early village community. Studying how the 
village at Kolomoki formed via its overall site plan can provide clues to principles of organization 
as well as the nature of social relations prevalent during the process of formation. In this chapter, 
I introduce the concept of an early village and discuss anthropological perspectives on community. 
I then turn my attention to reviewing archaeological correlates of community design, development, 
and social composition. I finish with examples of how a sense of community can be drawn from 
and inscribed on the landscape, and discuss how similar principles may have been in play at 
Kolomoki. 
 
Early Villages 
 
Kolomoki adheres to the concept of an early village, a worldwide “phenomena of limited 
occurrence” (Steward 1955:8), taking place in generally comparable ways throughout history 
(Bandy and Fox 2010a). Though the label “early” village may seem to imply a progressive 
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conception of society (Rautman 2014:5), the term is meant to be employed as a heuristic concept, 
and not as “yet another social type” (Bandy and Fox 2010a:3). Early villages—historically 
contingent, dynamic, and diverse in their manifestations—occurred throughout much of the world 
as highly mobile populations made the switch to more sedentary lifestyles.  Notably, as with 
several other scholars, I use this term with the implication of settlements that were home to 
relatively-substantial populations; locations fostering households that would likely “not consider 
themselves to be closely related to all the other households” (Kohler and Varien 2010:37). 
One issue to be addressed is how such villages initially form. Some researchers have 
viewed the development of early villages as responses to external stimuli (Kohler and Varien 2010; 
Wilshusen and Potter 2010). Pluckhahn (2010:104), on the other hand, suggests that at least in the 
case of the Woodland Southeast, “ritual and ceremony may have been the centripetal forces that 
brought people together into larger communities.” Such processes are plausible, given the 
prevalence of ritual practice in early villages that seems to have been a crucial factor in the creation 
and continuation of many such societies (see contributions in Bandy and Fox 2010b). 
Along these lines, Pluckhahn (2010) has argued that plazas and mounds were fundamental 
to the development of some of the earliest villages in the Southeast as community members 
struggled with conflicting interests. These features may have served as delineated ritual spaces for 
mediating conflicts and providing group cohesion. Though these spaces may have served 
integrative functions, Pluckhahn (2010:114) also notes that these sacred contexts would have also 
provided opportunities conducive for personal aggrandizement, such as in leadership roles in 
mediating conflicts. While these spaces would have provided such opportunities, the distinction 
between sacred and secular contexts would also have limited the power of such individuals to 
restricted circumstances or situations (Pluckhahn 2010).  
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Perhaps in many cases, this essential tension between ritual prestige and an egalitarian 
ethos became too skewed in the favor of event organizers and ritual leaders; obviating 
contradictions between community and control, and lessening the appeal of participating in such 
ceremonies. Such has been the argument for the decline of Kolomoki (see Pluckhahn 2003). 
Pluckhahn’s (2010) observations provide a feasible explanation for the suspected short lives of 
many early villages, though of course, not all early villages emphasized large-scale communal 
ritual (see Hastorf 2010). 
Nevertheless, Bandy and Fox (2010a) suggest that many early villages shared certain 
developmental processes, such as an increase in birth rate and high levels of stress accompanying 
their novel living arrangements. As the process of becoming villagers was largely “a process of 
developing the institutions, practices, and habits of thought, action, and expression that made 
village life possible” (Bandy and Fox 2010a:16), Kolomoki offers an arena for examining how 
such aspects of early village communities were constructed, maintained, and negotiated over time. 
 
Anthropological Perspectives of Community 
 
My research regarding the early village community at Kolomoki draws from general 
anthropological theorizations of community. The hypothesis I evaluate relies on the notion of 
community as socially constructed. Earlier conceptions of community offered little in terms of 
substance, often with taken for granted qualities (Isbell 2000), or sometimes simply conceptually 
synonymous with the archaeological site (Mac Sweeney 2011:23; Yaeger and Canuto 2000:3). 
Isbell (2000) has used the term “natural community” to refer to these uses of the term. 
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At the turn of the twentieth century, Isbell (2000:245) declared archaeology to be at a 
conceptual crossroads in its understanding of community. To Isbell (2000), the choice was between 
notions of “natural” vs. “imaginary” communities. This distinction hinges largely on etic vs. emic 
understandings of community. Studies employing the concept of natural community view the 
objects of study primarily from an outsider’s perspective, assuming—with a bit of hyperbole—
communities to naturally be “internally homogenous, externally bounded, and characterized by a 
collective consciousness shared by all affiliates” (Isbell 2000:243). A community was described 
as such due primarily to shared spatial proximity, leading to a necessary interconnectedness 
between people, and therefore forming a community. Homans (1950) argued that this was due to 
material interdependency between members, while others explicitly (Murdock 1949) or implicitly 
(Redfield 1953) viewed it as the natural progression of human evolution (Isbell 2000:245–246). 
Understandings of communities as stages in human evolution made them ideal for comparative 
studies seeking to uncover human universals. Ultimately, studies falling under Isbell’s natural 
community label portrayed communities as passive collectives with little to no concern regarding 
internal dynamics or human agency (see Kolb and Snead [1997] for an example of a natural 
community approach cited by Isbell [2000]). However, Isbell’s (2000) preferred alternative, the 
“imagined community,” was just the opposite.  
Isbell’s (2000) notion of the “imagined community” seems to come largely from Anderson 
(1983), who traced the development of nationalism. Anderson’s take on community emphasizes 
active social construction in the form of a boundless collective that need only exist in the minds of 
those who constitute it. Community cast in this light refers primarily to a sense of community or a 
shared community identity (see also Cohen 1982, 1985). Anderson (1983:6) originally used the 
word imagined, because “members of even the smallest nation will never know most of their 
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fellow-members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of their 
communion.” 
Isbell (2000) saw Anderson’s (1983) concept, contextualized with Bourdieu’s (1977, 1990) 
“constraint” and Giddens’ (1984) “creativity,” as advantageous to archaeology for numerous 
reasons. According to Isbell (2000:249), such a notion encourages dynamism over stasis, 
emphasizes heterogeneity, and gives credence to (pre)historic human agents (see Pauketat [2000] 
for an example of an imagined community approach cited by Isbell [2000]). While natural 
conceptions of community assumed the cohesion and smooth functioning of communities as a 
given, Anderson’s (1983) conception undermines this assumption by foregrounding ideology, 
which is “open to political manipulation by self-interested factions and individuals” (Gerritsen 
2004:146).  
As one could imagine, at the turn of the millennium, as human connectivity grew 
increasingly independent of the need for any physical interaction via the Internet, concepts such 
as the imagined community afforded exciting new insights in the ways the humanities understood 
human relationships (Mac Sweeney 2011). Also as one might imagine, a theory of community that 
places the sole criteria for membership in the realm of idealism is likely to be a theory that becomes 
exceedingly difficult for archaeologists to pursue. Though Isbell (2000) provided contemporary 
scholars a detailed and energetic critique of the concept of community, in the same volume he 
declared the natural and imaginary approaches “contradictory and mutually exclusive” (Isbell 
2000:263), Yaeger and Canuto (2000) provided a definition of community that attempted to blend 
the emphases of spatial proximity and notion of identity.  
In the introductory chapter to their edited volume, Yaeger and Canuto (2000) explore how 
archaeologists have employed the concept of community in the past and offer their own definition. 
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The authors list four approaches to community studies commonly employed by researchers: 
structural-functionalists, historical-developmental, ideational, and interactional, highlighting the 
relative strengths and weakness of these approaches, and ultimately championing a “modified” 
interactional approach based in practice theory and emphasizing community as socially constituted. 
In discussing how previous studies have often conflated the concept of community with that of the 
site, region, or household—often reinforcing static conceptions in their analysis—Yaeger and 
Canuto (2000) point out that the community itself and its dynamic qualities are often left 
unquestioned. Yaeger and Canuto (2000:5) instead advocate viewing the community as “an ever-
emergent social institution that generates and is generated by supra-household interactions that are 
structured and synchronized by a set of places within a particular span of time.” 
With an emphasis on interaction, Yaeger and Caunto’s (2000) conception views 
communities as constructed through practice, leading to shared understandings capable of being 
“mobilized in the development of common community identities” (2000:6). They point out that a 
community and the interactions that structure it need not exist in solely socio-spatial terms, 
although frequent co-presence was necessary in the era of pre-telecommunication (Yaeger and 
Canuto 2000:6). The authors also acknowledge the nested nature of communities, noting that 
“although a community is an important focus for interaction, it does not exclude other types of 
social groupings, and we should not expect the community to represent a person’s sole identity—
or even primary—identity” (Yaeger and Canuto 2000:7). 
Though not without exception, recent archaeological studies of community have largely 
abandoned the natural community approach, and instead (typically explicitly following Yaegar 
and Canuto [2000]) seek to address communities as active-social constructs (e.g., Birch 2013; Mac 
Sweeney 2011; Pluckhahn 2003, 2011; Rautman 2014; Varien and Potter 2008). Drawing largely 
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from Yaeger and Canuto (2000), as well as others, this research project views the village 
community at Kolomoki as socially constituted and historically contingent, with both imagined 
and geographic qualities, and likely containing internal divisions. 
 
Community Design 
 
Recognizing communities as social constructs, archaeologists have examined site and 
residential plans for principles of planning and design to infer the ways and extent to which 
communities were developed and organized. Employing this logic, Rautman (2000) examines the 
role of site layout in the process of community aggregation and organization to demonstrate how 
some settlements experiencing growth or reorganization often do so along prescribed design 
principles, such as with the use of plazas.  
Using data from excavations at Kite Pueblo in the Salinas area of the American Southwest, 
Rautman (2000) shows that the overall residential layout remained fairly constant despite 
numerous architectural additions over the course of the site’s occupation. She demonstrates that 
one of the main organizational principles at Kite Pueblo was its central plaza—a common feature 
of region-wide site reorganizations that took place over the local Transitional and Early Pueblo 
periods—which is assumed to have served integrative purposes during the regional population 
aggregations suspected to have taken place at this time (Rautman 2000). Excavations at the site 
revealed that as new additions of room blocks were added throughout the sites occupation, they 
were done so in a manner that retained the overall plaza oriented layout (Rautman 2000:278). In 
one construction episode, there is evidence that the plaza itself was expanded to accommodate a 
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generally larger site plan, thus highlighting the plaza as an important and central element of design 
to the overall site layout.  
The idea of plazas as integral, if not primary, features of settlement design appears to hold 
true in many Eastern North American contexts as well (Dalan et al. 2003; Lewis et al. 1998:15–
16; Pauketat 2007:95; Stout and Lewis 1998:159–161). According to Lewis and colleagues 
(1998:16), the size and shape of plazas may speak to some extent of “early site planning, intended 
use, and perhaps the size and centralization of the population that made and used it.” Such a notion 
is corroborated by information Garcilaso de la Vega received from his informant(s), who were 
among the first Europeans to explore the interior of North America. In a description of the town 
Osachile (alternatively Uçachile [Clayton et al. 1993:183]), likely located near Sampala Lake in 
the eastern panhandle of Florida (Hudson 1997:117), Garcilaso writes “On the plain at the foot of 
the hill, natural or artificial, they make a square plaza corresponding to the size of the pueblo that 
is to be settled, surrounding which the nobles and the chief men build their houses” (Stout and 
Lewis 1998:159; Clayton et al. 1993:186; see also Pauketat 2007:95). In the Southeast, where 
mounds frequently flank plazas, growing village communities centered around these features were 
also constrained by this arrangement, as Stout and Lewis (1998:161) point out, “principal mound–
main plaza spatial relationships could not have evolved together.” If town planners did not leave 
room for expansion, the spatial relationships between these features “could not have been 
preserved without radical surgery to the earth architecture of the town.” Instead, at least in the 
Mississippian period, secondary plazas were sometimes incorporated into site plans, and may 
represent a community’s expansion (Stout and Lewis 1998:161–162). 
Community development can also sometimes be sequenced through the densities of 
residential debris as highlighted by Birch (2012), who discusses social convergence and the 
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resulting settlement patterns pertaining to Iroquoian populations in the vicinity of the Great Lakes. 
She explores how inhabitants of the “coalescent communities” of the Draper and Mantle sites 
(believed to be two chronologically distinct expressions of the same community) manipulated 
residential plans as they adjusted to their fluctuating village populations. Birch (2012) uses the 
densities of post molds to track the duration of occupation for a given longhouse, as well as the 
superimposition of palisade walls over structures to determine areas of expansion or contraction. 
Using these measures to trace community development, Birch (2012:660) notes that the village 
plan at the Draper site is relatively segmented with “distinct internal divisions,” likely reflecting 
the addition of new community members and/or groups. Contrasting with this community footprint 
is the initial phase of occupation at the later Mantle site, where the village plan appears much more 
organized and integrated (Birch 2012:661). Birch (2012:661–622) believes that this ordered layout 
represents a materialized sense of community identity among the previously aggregated village 
population. 
Residential debris may also provide information on the internal composition of a 
community. In discussing ring midden sites generally, Russo and colleagues (2011:120) note that 
if “segmentary social groupings” were distinguished by differences in material culture, then such 
groupings may be archaeologically discernable through “the differential distributions of artifacts, 
the sizes of individual house middens, or the alignment of certain artifact types in localized places 
in the ring midden.” These scholars also point out that the converse of this is also true, and a lack 
of “valued objects” or an even distribution of material culture throughout a ring could be indicative 
of relative equality within a given community (Russo et al. 2011:120). Employing this logic, Russo 
and colleagues interpret the social structure at two ring middens (with accompanying mounds) in 
northwest Florida. At Baker’s Ring Midden, a Swift Creek site, a relatively uniform distribution 
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of material culture is thought to indicate an egalitarian social structure, a notion corroborated by 
the mundane materials associated with burials within the site’s accompanying mound (Russo et al. 
2011:122–123). At the nearby Strange’s Ring Midden, a Weeden Island period site, “so-called 
elite wares” appear to be unevenly concentrated in the eastern portion of the ring, possibly 
reflecting a hierarchical or heterarchical organization, although the associated Strange’s Mound 
provided only ambiguous evidence for social distinctions (Russo et al. 2011:124–127). 
Interestingly however, both of these ring middens exhibit potential indications of dual social 
divisions (Russo et al. 2011:123, 125). At Baker’s Ring Midden, two thinner sections of the 
midden split the ring into northeast and southwest sections, while at Strange’s Ring Midden, higher 
concentrations of elite wares and other midden materials were located in the eastern section of the 
ring. 
Through examining site plans and their developments, researchers are able to infer aspects 
of active community construction. Such investigations can yield insight into the ways that 
geographic communities are sometimes structured along community specific and pan-community 
organizational principles (e.g., Lewis et al. 1998; Rautman 2000, 2014; Stout and Lewis 1998). 
Site plans can also provide information concerning intra-community relations (Russo et al. 2011), 
perhaps providing archaeologists with a glimpse into the extent of community integration (Birch 
2012; Rautman 2013, 2014). Importantly, site plans can also demonstrate how some communities 
form and grow in a more organic manner (e.g., Birch 2012). 
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The Built Environment 
 
The role of the built environment in geographically defined communities has long been a 
fascination of archaeologists. Architecture can serve to facilitate or hinder social interaction 
(Anschuetz et al. 2001; Rautman 2000, 2013), and can embody ideology (Kidder 2010; Knight 
1998; Lewis et al. 1998; Pluckhahn 2007a; Sassaman 2005; Rautman 2014; Wesson 1998, 2008). 
Because humans and the landscape exist in a relational context (Gosden 1994; Hegmon 1989; 
Ingold 2000), the built environment can thus serve as a mechanism for fostering community 
identities (Gerritsen 2004; Kidder 2011; Knapp and Ashmore 1999; Lawrence and Low 1990; 
Means 2007). 
Hegmon (1989) discusses how architecture and ritual are often employed to bind 
communities lacking centralized coercive power. She points out that the built environment “is 
constructed by people in response to their needs and their conception of how both their community 
and the universe are ordered” (Hegmon 1989:5). Because architecture is created in historical and 
social contexts, it can physically communicate and strengthen distinctions recognized by a 
community (Hegmon 1989:7). Architecture can thus serve as a potent symbol for an existing social 
order, and if challenged, can be exploited to aid in the transformation of that order (Hegmon 
1989:7). Hegmon (1989:8) notes that even the most mundane architecture can serve these 
functions. 
Some residential sites have been shown to display highly elaborate elements of design. 
Such organization principles within these locations can sometimes also serve as culturally charged 
expressions representing cosmological and socio-graphic metaphors (Knight 1998; Means 2007; 
Spielmann 2008; Wells 2000; Wesson 1998, 2008). For example, Knight (1998) has argued that 
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the Mississippian period Moundville site in Alabama may represent a diagrammatic ceremonial 
center. According to Knight (1998:45), diagrammatic ceremonial centers are “central places in 
traditional societies in which the layout of public architecture or monuments calls deliberate 
attention to key social and cosmological distinctions, in a maplike manner.” Knight points out at 
least two readily observable planes of symmetry within the site plan at Moundville, the first 
consisting of a vertical axis bisecting Moundville’s site plan into nearly symmetrical East and West 
halves, as well as a north-south polarity represented by the clustering of the largest mounds and 
high-status burials in the northern portion of the site. Drawing from both southeastern contact 
period accounts as well as early-twentieth century Creek-ethnographic documents, Knight 
(1998:60) suggests that the site plan at Moundville may represent a sociogram; a deliberate 
inscription of a dual social order and its rankings onto the landscape, an “attempt by an emergent 
nobility to make a newly transformed social order tangible, inviolable, immovable, sacred.” 
Kidder (2011) also discusses the relationship between the built environment and 
community identity at the Poverty Point site in northeastern Louisiana. He argues that over the 
course of the site’s occupation, its builders actively referenced antecedent-anthropogenic features 
of the landscape to define and redefine their social order (Kidder 2011). Evaluating Poverty Point 
through 89 cores and several excavation units targeting the site’s mounds, Kidder (2011:100) 
argues that many of its earthworks were constructed at fairly rapid rates. He describes Poverty 
Point’s residents as a sort of metropolitan community, noting the sizeable energy expenditures in 
these rapid constructions and the necessarily large workforce that would be required for some of 
the site’s earthworks, as well as a variable material culture assemblage assumed to represent 
diverse groups (Kidder 2011). By placing Mound B on a north–south axis with Lower Jackson 
Mound, which was constructed nearly one thousand years earlier, these builders referenced an 
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earlier population to legitimate their newly established community (Kidder 2011:112). After a 
roughly two-hundred-year period, Mound B was capped and no longer used, the preconstruction 
occupation area is buried, and the site’s famous ridges are erected over it (Kidder 2011:113). This 
later community however, did not relocate but instead took up residence within the vicinity of the 
ridges, thus using the past as the literal foundation of the new community (Kidder 2011:114). 
Mound A, the last construction to take place, is the material culmination of the new community as 
it is placed along the north–south axis incorporating Lower Jackson Mound, Mound B, and Mound 
E, indicating that its builders are “engaging a dialogue with the past about the sacredness and 
relevance of the foundational axis” (Kidder 2011:115). Kidder (2011:117) points out that while 
ethnogenesis “of this sort” is ethnographically linked to external forces causing disparate groups 
to coalesce, Poverty Point may have done so under the context of ritual significance. 
Turning to Kolomoki itself, Pluckhahn (2007a) explores ties between symmetry and an 
integrative ethos at Kolomoki. Studying the relative forms of symmetry in Swift Creek motifs 
recovered from Kolomoki’s village and mound pottery assemblages, Pluckhahn (2007a:6–7) 
shows that a significantly higher proportion of vessels exhibit symmetrical designs within mound 
contexts, while samples from the village contained comparably less symmetrical motifs. Noting 
Kolomoki’s site plan—a central circular plaza, encompassed by a roughly circular village, both of 
which are enveloped by a discontinuous oval earthen embankment and all bisected by an east–
west axis of earthen mounds—Pluckhahn (2007a:8) proposes that symmetry was a guiding 
principle of life at Kolomoki, perhaps “serving as a metaphor for social integration in Middle 
Woodland society, one that was reproduced in the… use of Swift Creek pottery and writ large in 
the landscape of village, plaza, and monument through community ceremonies.” However, 
Pluckhahn (2007a:8–9) also notes that such structures are constantly undergoing negotiation and 
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transformation, and points to the eventual breakdown of the symmetrical arrangement of the 
village plan and subsequent earthworks as evidence of these processes. 
One of the ways that communities create a sense of order is through the built environment. 
In the examples described above, we see communities that appear to be employing architecture 
and the built environment as a symbolic referent for the creation and/or reinforcement of a 
community identity. The built environment is a powerful tool for imposing or reproducing social 
order, as well as an instrument for opposing order in resistance and change (Hegmon 1989; Kidder 
2011; Knight 1998; Pluckhahn 2007a). 
 
Discussion 
 
Many anthropologists have discussed the capacity for ritual to legitimize and/or regularize 
newly established traditions, ideologies, and social structures (see Hegmon 1989; Kidder 2010; 
Tuzin 2001). With the residential village population estimated at several hundred people 
(Pluckhahn 2003:190), Kolomoki, as well as other large-early villages in the Southeast and 
elsewhere, are likely to have been composed of various distinct communities representing growing 
social orders. Within the Woodland Southeast, large-scale centers such as Kolomoki are frequently 
referred to as “ceremonial centers” (Anderson and Sassaman 2012), described as such for their 
apparent focus on community oriented endeavors, including communal ritual and mound 
construction, though often with no clear hierarchical distinctions among community constituents. 
With these points in mind, many early village sites in the Southeast can be thought of as centered 
on the theme of integration, perhaps as a result of population aggregation within early village 
communities. The communal rituals and ceremonies suspected to have taken place at many of 
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these locations may have helped to facilitate the integration of disparate groups and promote a 
sense of community identity, not unlike the hypothesis put forth for the Kachina religion in the 
American Southwest, or the Hopewellian Interaction Sphere in the Midwest, though not 
necessarily requiring the migrations invoked by these analogies. The sheer size of Kolomoki’s 
village also suggests a certain degree of planning and coordination in its construction, allowing 
one to plausibly entertain the notion that the site’s residential plan itself may have also been a 
persuasive tactic in a strategy of integration (Pluckhahn 2003, 2007a). 
As previously noted, Kolomoki’s village plan is roughly circular, mimicking the contours 
of—and arguably focused on—the site’s central plaza (Pluckhahn 2003). Plazas are often 
considered to represent public space, serving as a key locus in community wide events, as well as 
the quotidian activities that are the very fabric of the average social collective (Lewis et al. 1998; 
Pluckhahn 2003; Rautman 2000). These are also spaces that are presumed to have figured 
specifically into communal rituals and public ceremonies, providing an inclusive arena for such 
events (Pluckhahn 2010). Daily interactions and activities carried out within the public space 
encompassed by Kolomoki’s village would also likely be subject to communal sanctions (sensu 
Foucault 1995). As Rautman (2000:279) points out, “The creation of a shared public culture 
through each individual’s ‘performance’ of everyday activities in a public context may have been 
just as important as the public performance of communal rituals in contributing to the community’s 
sense of group and self-identification.” Sharing similar attributes to the plaza, Kolomoki’s circular 
village would likewise contain many of the panoptic qualities described for these structures (see 
Graves and Keuren 2011).  
From another standpoint, Kolomoki’s circular village could have stood as a symbol for 
community integration, perhaps similar to the diagrammatic representation of social distinctions 
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proposed for Moundville (Knight 1998). As Pluckhahn (2007a) has suggested, the symmetrical 
properties created by the central mound axis in relation to the circular village may have served as 
a symbolic referent for an integrative ethos. In this sense, the village layout may have functioned 
as a sociogram, fostering an atmosphere of inclusion, and reinforcing these principles as they are 
physically navigated in daily practices.  
 
Summary 
 
In this chapter I have attempted to outline a theoretical approach that draws on various 
theories of community and the built environment to inform my questions and interpretations 
concerning the social construction of the early village community at Kolomoki. Though 
archaeological studies have enjoyed a variety of theoretical views regarding the nature of 
community, my approach employs an understanding of community as a social collective that is 
actively created. Additionally, I have attempted to show how archaeologists can track the 
development and composition of geographic communities by studying elements of settlement 
planning and design, as well as the densities of residential debris. My approach is also informed 
by theories that characterize the relationship between humans and the landscape as existing in a 
relational context, in which the built environment can be rife with cultural meaning that may be 
employed and manipulated to serve a variety of purposes. Tying these lines of thought together, I 
explored how Kolomoki’s circular village plan may have acted as a tactic for community 
integration. 
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Chapter 3: Methods 
 
 
A wide variety of methods were employed over the course of this project in both field and 
laboratory settings, including analyses of newly collected data, and the incorporation and analysis 
of data previously generated by Pluckhahn (2003, 2011). In some cases, selected materials were 
outsourced to specialists for analysis; in such instances, descriptions of specialized laboratory 
methods are summarized from these reports. 
 
Field Methods 
 
Fieldwork for this project was completed over the course of six visits to the site between 
2014 and 2016, with the invaluable aid of numerous volunteers (Figure 3.1). All fieldwork was 
designed to be comparable with and incorporated into data from Kolomoki previously generated 
by Pluckhahn (2003, 2011). A Leica Geosystems total station was used to tie the locations of 
various aspects of fieldwork into Pluckhahn’s previously established arbitrary site grid. While field 
sampling was confined to the vicinity of the southern village, virtually all of this area is located on 
private property and lies beneath active agricultural and pastoral fields. Because of this, our 
sampling strategy was frequently (and sometimes unexpectedly) constrained by these conditions 
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Figure 3.1: The field crew of summer 2015. From left to right: Dr. Thomas Pluckhahn, Shaun West, 
Valeria Segui, Grant Howard, Alexander Delgado, Christine Bergman, Elizabeth Southard, and 
Martin Menz. 
 
 
(e.g., active crops, the presence of cattle), and would therefore perhaps ultimately be best described 
as opportunistic. Due to these restrictions, all of the fieldwork undertaken for this project was 
confined to the bounds of the “Southwest Enclosure” activity area as previously defined by 
Pluckhahn (2003). 
As detailed in Chapter 1, the ultimate goal of our field program was to recover materials 
for radiocarbon dating and comparative analysis. Though the geophysical survey program was 
aimed at guiding our excavations, areas were also surveyed with the aspiration of revealing traces 
of domestic architecture and other signatures of habitation. Like most (if not all) field programs, 
methods and research goals were altered over the course of this project as unanticipated discoveries 
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were made, and new analytical resources became available. Because of these conditions, the “order 
of operations” of fieldwork was not always ideal. 
 
Systematic-Surface Survey. Two “dog leash” surface surveys were performed in order to 
identify areas of high artifact densities for geophysical prospection and/or targeted excavation 
(Figure 3.2). Both our West Grid (4,800 m2 and 20 collection points) and East Grid (7,200 m2 and 
28 collection points) were surveyed in a consistent manner with the previous surface collection 
methods undertaken by Pluckhahn (2003:91).  
 
 
Figure 3.2: View to the south of the field crew of summer 2015 conducting systematic-surface 
survey within the East Grid. Visible in the background is the home of the Whitehead family. 
Remnants of the southern enclosure pass just in front of the crew, but are imperceptible in this 
photo. 
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Collection points were separated by 20-m intervals; at each point, all artifacts within a 2-
m radius were recorded, and any diagnostic materials were collected and piece plotted with the 
total station. Grids were also subject to uncontrolled pedestrian survey, in which only diagnostic 
materials (decorated ceramics, ceramic rims, and PP/Ks) were collected and piece plotted, with 
the exception of our East grid, where lithic cores were also targeted (see Menz 2015). No effort 
was made to alter visibility at collection points. Additionally, several piece plotted diagnostics 
were recovered from a small conspicuous artifact scatter just south of Mounds F and G. A few 
miscellaneous diagnostic artifacts found outside of our survey areas were also collected and piece 
plotted under the designation of “general surface finds.” 
 
Geophysical Prospection. Approximately 6,690 m2 were subjected to geophysical survey 
with a GSSI, Inc. SIR-3000 ground penetrating radar (GPR) using a 400-MHz antenna, and/or a 
Bartington single-sensor fluxgate gradiometer. GPR grids were provided numerical identifiers 
while gradiometer grids were labeled alphabetically. Generally speaking, grids were placed with 
the aim of exposing traces of habitation as determined through surface artifact densities, which in 
several grids, coincided with attempts to catch the east–west arcing southern enclosure. Grids 2 
and 6 were offset from the arbitrary site grid due to an active corn crop. Grids 7 and 8, and A–D 
were placed solely with the goal of relocating a potential large feature that had been exposed in a 
fresh terrace cut during a previous visit to the site. Six grid locations were surveyed with both the 
GPR and the gradiometer in order to provide comparative data (see Clay 2001). 
 GPR machines collect data by sending consecutive pulses of radar waves into the ground, 
which are reflected back to the machine upon encountering buried objects or the interfaces of 
differing soil matrixes. These returned radar waves provide indications of subsurface reflectors 
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Figure 3.3: View to the southwest of Alexander Delgado performing GPR survey, summer 2015.  
 
 
through their return times (measured in nanoseconds [nS]) and magnitudes (Kvamme 2001:363). 
GPR is unique with respect to electronic geophysical survey techniques in that it can locate 
anomalous material in both plan and profile, which can provide invaluable information to 
archaeologists, including information relating to architecture (e.g. Maki and Fields 2010; 
Thornock 2014) and stratigraphy (e.g. Baughman and Keith 2014; Brannan and Bigman 2014; 
Thornock 2014; Pluckhahn et al. 2010; Seinfeld et al. 2015). During this project, GPR surveys 
were walked in parallel style with a 0.5-m traverse separation—except Grid 2, which employed a 
1-m separation—using a GSSI, Inc. three-wheel cart. The survey wheel recorded 75 measurements 
per meter in a time window of 50 ns.  
Gradiometery, a form of magnetometry, measures the magnetic intensity of objects and 
soil in nanoteslas (nT) via the magnetic gradient derived from two vertically separated sensors 
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Figure 3.4: View to the west-northwest of the author performing gradiometer survey, fall 2015. 
 
 
(Kvamme 2001:357). Gradiometers are well known for their sensitivity, and archaeologists have 
thoroughly demonstrated their utility in detecting structures (e.g. Cook et al. 2015; King 2013; 
King et al. 2011; Lockhart 2010; Regnier et al. 2014; Sullivan and McKinnon 2013) and traces of 
earthworks that are no longer extant (e.g. Burks 2014; Kvamme and Ahler 2007; Regnier et al. 
2014). Gradiometer surveys were walked in alternating or “zig-zag” style with a 1-m traverse 
separation. Traverse resolution was set to eight readings per meter. Instrument sensitivity was set 
to 0.01 nT.  
All grid locations were placed and recorded with a total station. Rough surface elevations 
were also recorded for each grid, save I–P, which at the time of survey were also being scanned 
with a terrestrial LiDAR unit (Wood and Pluckhahn 2016). General surface topography and 
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possible disruptive objects were also sketch mapped for each grid in order to identify potential 
anomalies related to such factors. 
 
Small-Scale Excavations. Nine test units were excavated over the course of this project at 
several locations within the western vicinity of the southern village area (Figure 3.5). These small-
scale excavations (individually not exceeding 2 m2) were conducted in order to recover materials 
to test Kolomoki’s pace of development, permanence of occupation, and overall placement within 
the site’s chronology, as well as yield data for comparative analysis. This was generally 
accomplished by targeting areas considered likely to contain features associated with domestic  
 
Figure 3.5: View to the east-southeast of the author (left) and Martin Menz (right) excavating TU 
28, winter 2015. The tree line in the background separates the two fields in the Southwest 
Enclosure activity area. 
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activity, which were determined through geophysical prospection and/or high surface artifact 
densities.  
Units 20–23 were hand excavated in 10-cm arbitrary levels as well as along stratigraphic 
boundaries when discernable. Test Units 24–28 were hand excavated solely in stratigraphic levels, 
which more often than not, consisted of a single plow-zone level extending down to a clay 
substratum into which the majority of the prehistoric features penetrated. All excavation levels 
were recorded on project specific forms. Unit soil was screened through 0.25-inch (0.64-cm) steel 
mesh, and any potential features were bisected, photographed, mapped, and a portion brought back 
to USF for flotation. Representative and anomalous stratigraphy was also photographed and 
mapped in both plan and profile in each unit. 
 
Laboratory Methods 
 
Laboratory work for this project was carried out in the Southeastern Archaeology 
Laboratory at the University of South Florida. All laboratory analyses were designed to be 
comparable with data previously generated by Pluckhahn (2003, 2011) and Menz (2015). The 
collections generated by this project are ultimately fated to be curated at the University of Georgia, 
where materials from previous projects at Kolomoki are also stored. 
 
Flotation. The flotation program was aimed at recovering plant remains for macrobotanical 
identification. Selected feature fill was subjected to flotation at the University of South Florida 
using a custom-built machine based on a design developed by Walls (2014) (see also Pluckhahn 
2011:14). This machine uses 800-micron mesh for the heavy fraction and 250-micron mesh for  
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Figure 3.6: The author running a flotation sample with the machine described above. 
 
 
the light fraction. Samples were processed in accordance with Pluckhahn’s (2011) previous 
methods of flotation at Kolomoki. All samples were measured in terms of volume and weight, and 
0.5 liters of soil was set aside from each sample for future study. Samples were introduced into 
agitated water via one liter of soil every 5 minutes while running the machine in 10-minute 
intervals of agitation and stagnation, with an additional 10-minute round of agitation once the 
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entire sample had been introduced into the machine to aid in breaking up the site’s sandy-clay soils. 
The machine was subjected to the “poppy seed test,” in which 100 lightly charred poppy seeds 
were introduced into the matrix of the first flotation sample prior to being run (FS# 3014). Of the 
100 poppy seeds, 97 were recovered from the sample’s light fraction, suggesting that 
archaeological seeds, if present, were likely to be recovered. The resulting heavy fractions were 
screened through 0.25-inch steel mesh, and all artifacts and ecofacts were identified and catalogued.  
 
Macrobotanical Identification. Light fraction identification was outsourced and analyzed 
by Maria Teresa Bonhage-Freund (2016) at Intermet Associates. The identification of 
macrobotanical remains was incorporated into this project to aid in the interpretation of the 
permanence of settlement in the southern-village area by demonstrating the presence or absence 
of seasonal varieties of plant species. This section represents a summary of the methodology 
employed as described in her resulting report. 
Samples were weighed and passed through nested geological sieves (8 mm, 4 mm, 2 mm, 
1 mm, 0.500 mm, and 0.250 mm), which were then subjected to examination under a low power 
binocular stereoscopic dissecting microscope (8–100x) with manipulation by a dissecting needle 
and fine sable artists’ paintbrushes. Though nearly all samples produced a combination of charred 
and uncharred plant remains, only the former were considered to be of archaeological origin. 
Identifications were compared to reference collections and standard reference volumes (e.g. 
Delorit 1970; Martin and Barkley 1973; Montogomery 1977), and unusual taxa were affirmed 
through the opinions of colleagues. Methodological distinctions were made between high-priority 
and low-priority samples, with priority levels arbitrarily assigned by the author. 
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High-priority samples were fully sorted into constituent parts in fractions greater than 2 
mm, with all archaeological macrobotanical remains being identified, counted, and weighed. 
Samples of wood from greater than 2-mm fractions were also identified, counted, and weighed 
from the high-priority samples, with a minimum of 10 fragments examined from each sample with 
an adequate quality and quantity of wood charcoal. Fractions less than 2-mm were also scanned 
for macroplant remains, though only seeds were identified and counted. Low priority samples were 
strictly scanned for macrobotanical remains, with only seeds receiving identification and counting. 
 
Artifact Identification and Cataloguing. All recovered artifacts and ecofacts from 
excavation units, screened flotation heavy fractions, and surface collections were identified and 
catalogued by the author. Prehistoric ceramics were classed according to temper and surface 
treatment in accordance with established ceramic chronologies for the region, and conforming to 
categories employed by Pluckhahn (2003, 2011). To be consistent with this scholar’s previous 
work at the site, unidentifiable sherds less than 2 cm on both axes were assigned to the category 
of “residual ceramic;” the vast majority of these represented plain sand/grit tempered sherds. 
A minimum number of vessels (MNV) analysis was carried out on rim sherds comprising 
greater than 5 percent of the deduced orifice diameter in order to determine vessel forms and sizes 
present within the South Village. The MNV analysis was conducted following criteria laid out by 
Pluckhahn and Wallis (forthcoming) for their comprehensive NSF-funded Swift Creek project. 
The forms included in the analysis include open bowl, restricted bowl, flattened globular bowl, 
plate/dish, open pot, restricted pot, collared jar, small jar, UID unrestricted, UID restricted, cup, 
boat-shaped bowl, beaker, double bowl, double lobed jar, and multi-compartment tray. 
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Due to the limited size of many of the rim sherds recovered during this project, very few 
vessel forms could be discerned. However, in addition to vessel form determination, sherds 
exhibiting folded rims and considered to represent discrete vessels on the bases of paste, temper, 
surface treatment, and fold width, were subjected to fold-width measurements in an attempt to aid 
in ascertaining the general chronological placement of excavation units (following Pluckhahn 
2003:24).  
Using the database on the Florida Museum of Natural History’s website, I attempted to 
identify paddle matches with seven Swift Creek sherds that I considered to exhibit a nearly 
complete motif or that contained distinguishing design elements. However, I was unable to identify 
any matching designs on sherds previously collected from Kolomoki, nor was I able to match sherd 
designs between our excavation units. No attempts at inter-site paddle matches were made.  
Lithic materials were sorted into raw material (following categories in Menz 2015), making 
note of any formal or expedient tools (a more detailed lithic analysis is being performed by Martin 
Menz [forthcoming]). Projectile point/knife (PP/K) measurements and type assignments were 
made following Pluckhahn (2011:15–16; see also Pluckhahn and Norman 2011). These 
measurements focus on hafting areas in an effort to minimize the influence of use wear and/or re-
sharpening in the analysis (Pluckhahn 2011:15). Notably, Pluckhahn and Norman (2011:229–230) 
have proposed that differing stem forms also have temporal implications at Kolomoki, and 
therefore may be used as another means of assessing the position of the South Village within the 
site’s occupational sequence. 
All other recovered materials were categorized according to raw material. Artifact 
dimension measurements were made with dial calipers to the nearest 0.1 mm. All artifacts classes 
were counted (save for mica, charcoal, and bone due to their fragmentary nature) and weighed 
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with a digital scale to the nearest 0.01 g. Field specimen numbers were assigned to assemblages 
from each unique provenience, and all artifacts were stored in 4-ml acid free bags. 
 
Computer-Based Analyses. GPR data were minimally processed with the software GPR 
Process and GPR Viewer Version 1.7.6., developed by Larry Conyers and Jeff Lucius (2010). 
Time slices were visualized using Surfer 13 (Copyright © 2015 Golden Software, LLC). Six slices 
were produced for each grid. Though the dielectric for the GPR was set for dry clay (3), and the 
range was set at 50 ns, the radar signal appears to have reached in excess of 3 m in depth in every 
survey grid. Because of this, time slices were clipped to a depth of around 1 m, as archaeological 
features at Kolomoki are generally confined to around 30 to 70 cmbs. Selected slices for 
comparisons were based on correspondences between features represented in the gradiometer data 
and/or agreement with excavated features. Gradiometer readings were minimally processed in 
Terrasurveyor (Copyright © 2002 - 2016 DW Consulting). The application of post-processing 
tools was limited to destriping, interpolation, and clipping in order to aid in the identification of 
presumed archaeological anomalies. Visual enhancement was accomplished with grid shade and 
contours. 
 The location of every controlled surface survey, piece plotted artifact, geophysical survey 
grid, and excavation unit were georeferenced onto Pluckhahn’s previously established site-grid 
shapefile using ESRI’s ArcMap (version 10.3.1). Georeferencing, or the ability to place spatial 
data within a coordinate system, is an extremely useful tool in geophysical and archaeological 
investigations for a variety of purposes relating to the control and manipulation of spatial 
information. 
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All the catalogued piece-plotted artifacts and excavation unit contents generated from this 
project were merged with the respective spatial data in ArcMap to facilitate intra-site spatial 
comparisons. In conjunction with the excavation units completed during this project, all previous 
test units (n = 19) and block excavations (n = 4) conducted by Pluckhahn (2003, 2011), were also 
mapped into ArcMap by the author (save units from Blocks A, C, and D), along with each feature 
produced during these excavations for intra-site feature area and volume comparisons. 
 Feature area and volume were calculated in ArcMap following Pluckhahn (2011, personal 
communication 2015) in order to contrast occupational intensity and domestic activities. This was 
accomplished by creating two “Fishnet” layers, each consisting of 400 points per-square-meter, 
positioned over the drawn-in excavation units and their associated features. These layers were 
assigned z-values (representing top and bottom elevation points) across the features, which were 
based on maps of feature plans and profiles generated in the field. From the upper and lower fishnet 
layers, interpolated raster surfaces are created (see Figure 3.7 for an example); the difference 
between these surfaces can then be calculated using the “Cut Fill” tool.  
Occasionally, the Cut Fill calculations of features with close spatial proximities will bleed 
into one another, creating a joined volume estimate for two or more features. However, this 
problem (if individual feature volumes are desired) can be overcome by calculating volume to area  
proportions, using the known surface areas as determined through the “Calculate Geometry” tool 
in ArcMap. 
It should be stressed that this technique only provides a means of estimating feature area 
and volume; it does not necessarily accurately reflect these attributes as they are encountered in 
the field. Nevertheless, if calculated in a standardized and consistent manner, this technique has  
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Figure 3.7: Example of kriging raster interpolation used to calculate feature volumes. 
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the potential to inform on significant differences with regards to contrasting uses of space within 
(and assumingly between) sites. 
 
Summary 
 
Several methods were employed over the course of this project in both field and laboratory 
settings. A field program consisting of controlled surface collections, geophysical prospection, and 
small-scale excavations was carried out within Kolomoki’s South Village to recover materials for 
radiocarbon dating and comparative analysis between previously tested village areas. Laboratory 
methods including a flotation program, standard artifact identification and cataloging, and various 
computer based analyses were performed in service of locating contrasts between Kolomoki’s 
village segments. 
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Chapter 4: Results of Systematic-Surface Survey 
 
 
A total of 48 collection points were inspected within our West (n = 20) and East (n = 28) 
systematic-surface survey grids (Figure 4.1). Approximately 88 percent of these were positive (n 
= 42), producing various amounts of pre-Columbian ceramic (n = 118) and lithic debris (n = 230). 
An additional 203 artifacts were piece plotted within our two formal grids (more than half are lithic 
debris from the East grid [see Menz 2015]), as well as in an area of concentrated artifacts near 
Mounds F and G. Our surface inspections produced only one ceramic rim large enough to deduce 
information regarding its original vessel form, which was an unidentified vessel with an 
unrestricted orifice.  
It should be noted that modern soil disturbing activities such as plowing and cultivation are 
likely to have caused lateral displacement of artifacts within the surface survey grids. Additionally, 
soil erosion from the small hill within the south village has likely also contributed to artifact 
displacement. Nevertheless, while these post depositional processes may have contributed to the 
intra-grid disparities noted below, it is unlikely that they could have caused the inter-grid 
differences given the distance and small hill that separates the two grids. 
At a broad scale, the densities and distributions resulting from these measures are generally 
consistent with Pluckhahn’s (2003) previous characterization of the southwestern enclosure as an 
area of relatively low artifact density, though of notable ubiquity and diversity in raw materials. 
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Because these areas produced appreciably low quantities of artifacts, characterizations of 
collection areas must be considered somewhat provisional. Nevertheless, subtle differences in 
artifact distributions within and between both our formal grids and piece plot collection areas 
suggest possible contrasting uses of space within and between sections of the southwestern 
enclosure. 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Locations of systematic-surface survey grids. Note that collection point diameters are 
not to scale. 
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Systematic-Surface Survey Grids and Piece Plots 
 
As depicted in Figure 4.2, the highest artifact concentrations appear along the southeastern 
margins of both grids, just south of or immediately adjacent to the enclosure. While both grids 
yielded comparable densities of total artifacts, the West Grid contains slightly higher frequencies 
of ceramics and chert, while the East Grid produced higher numbers of quartz (Tables 4.1 and 4.2). 
Overall differences in ceramic and lithic densities between the two grid areas are generally in 
keeping with Pluckhahn’s (2003) shovel test data, though our surface survey suggests less dramatic 
contrasts in total artifact frequencies between the two areas.  
 
Figure 4.2: Artifacts by count in the systematic-surface survey grids.  
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Table 4.1: Artifact Counts from the West Grid. 
 
 
 
Table 4.2: Artifact Counts from the East Grid. 
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The most noticeable intra-grid disparity is expressed in the distribution of ceramics (Figure 
4.3), and to a lesser extent chert (Figure 4.4), in the East Grid. Both of these artifact classes are 
concentrated in the southeastern portion of the collection grid. Pluckhahn’s (2003) shovel test and 
surface collection data for this area indicate relatively dense deposits just east of our East Grid, 
suggesting that we may have caught the edge of this concentration, or perhaps an isolated area of 
relatively high artifact density. Differences in distributions within the West Grid are less 
conspicuous, though similar to the East Grid, artifact frequencies also diminish toward the north 
and west edges of this area as well. 
 
 
Figure 4.3: Ceramics by count in the systematic-surface survey grids and near Mounds F and G. 
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Figure 4.4: Chert by count within the systematic-surface survey grids. 
 
 
Potential temporal differences between surface inspected areas are hinted at through the 
width of rim folds (Table 4.5) and PP/K types (Table 4.6) recovered from these locations (see 
Pluckhahn 2003:24; Pluckhahn and Norman 2011). Though the sample size is extremely limited, 
rim folds on sherds collected from our West Grid, as well as near Mounds F and G, are relatively 
wide, consistent with later (Phase III–IV) assemblages. East Grid rims exhibit narrow folds more 
in accordance with early (Phase I–II) assemblages. PP/K assemblages from these areas support 
these assessments, as straight/contracting stemmed points, represented with greater frequency in  
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Table 4.3: Piece Plotted Artifacts by Count. 
 
 
 
Table 4.4: Weight in Grams of Piece Plotted Artifacts. 
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Table 4.5: Ceramic Rim Treatments in Surface Inspected Areas. 
 
 
 
Table 4.6: PP/K Types in Surface Inspected Areas. 
 
 
 
later (Phase III–IV) assemblages, are recorded in higher numbers within the West Grid, while  
expanding stemmed types, associated with early (Phase I–II) assemblages, appear most frequently 
within our East Grid. Notably, the only triangular PP/K recovered during this project was from the 
area near Mounds F and G; this type is rare until the very latest occupations at Kolomoki 
(Pluckhahn and Norman 2011). 
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Summary 
 
Our surface surveys indicate that artifacts span the vicinity of the enclosure, though are 
likely also clustered in “hot spots” of relatively higher concentrations separated by areas of lower 
densities. Artifact densities and distributions are generally similar to Pluckhahn’s (2003) previous 
assessment of the area, though with slight shifts in the locations of areas with high artifact 
concentrations, including the high density Eastern Enclosure activity area, which may extend 
slightly further west than previously expected. Temporally diagnostic piece-plotted artifacts, 
though of limited sample size, suggest that the western portion of the enclosure area may have 
been in use during later phases of the site’s occupation, contrasting with early phase artifact 
associations in our East Grid. 
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Chapter 5: Results of Geophysical Prospection 
 
 
I (and colleagues) conducted geophysical surveyed of 18 discrete grids over the course of 
this project (Figures 5.1 and 5.2). Collectively, the resulting data reflect a combination of both 
modern human and natural disturbances and interferences, as well as numerous potential traces of 
pre-Columbian human activities. Because several areas across Kolomoki have been used in 
modern agricultural pursuits for decades (Trowel 1998), much of the site, and especially the South 
Village area, has been disturbed. Soils in this portion of the site generally consist of around 30 cm 
of reddish brown sandy clay, which overlies a compact red clay substratum. This, and previous 
projects at Kolomoki, demonstrate that many of the pre-Columbian soil disturbances (pits, posts, 
and structures) that penetrate into the compact clay subsoil have remained preserved despite 
extensive plowing and other modern soil disturbing activities. As such, anomalies of presumed 
archaeological significance are most likely to represent these types of features.  
Common within my GPR grids are linear anomalies assumed to reflect plow scars and/or 
operator error due to rough terrain. A trend of strong anomalies across the starting lines of GPR 
grids is also assumed to be indicative of operator error. Notably, the gradiometer also produced 
fairly “noisy” results. This is likely due to the heavy iron content of the soils across Kolomoki, 
perhaps especially within the southern portion of the site where there is a heavier content of weakly 
magnetic stones relative to other areas (Thomas Pluckhahn, personal communication 2016). 
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Figure 5.1: Locations of GPR grids. 
 
 
Despite these distortions, the geophysical survey data revealed several areas containing anomalies 
potentially related to Kolomoki’s village occupation. Though several grids were placed over or at 
least in the vicinity of the southern enclosure, my geophysical survey program failed to detect any 
trace of this heavily eroded earthwork. For the sake of clarity, I will discuss survey grids within 
the project area in a west–east fashion.  
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Figure 5.2: Locations of gradiometer grids. 
 
 
Grid 6 
 
This grid was placed just southeast of Mound F on the northern margins of an agricultural 
field and partially overlapped an area of slope wash where a light artifact scatter was present. 
Property boundaries and an active corn crop constrained the dimensions and orientation of this 
grid, which was only surveyed with the GPR. Anomalies within this survey area are of unknown  
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Figure 5.3: GPR time slices from Grid 6. 
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origin, and may represent either plow scars or operator error (Figure 5.3). This area was further  
explored through TU 24, which attempted to target the strong anomaly near the center of this grid. 
 
Grids 7 and 8/A–D 
 
These grids were placed in an attempt to (re)locate and explore the dimensions of a possible 
feature, indicated by an approximately 3-m linear soil stain that had been exposed in a terrace cut 
in the winter of 2014 (Figure 5.4). The terrace cut also appeared to have exposed post molds 
immediately to the south of the large stain (Figure 5.5). Attempts to re-pace the location of the 
large potential feature suggested that it would likely be within the northern most (Grid 8/D) or 
central (Grid 7/A) grids in this area; thus only these grids received GPR survey due to time 
constraints. As shown in Figures 5.6 and 5.7, both of the GPR grids produced rather confusing 
results, perhaps related to the terracing activities in the area. 
The gradiometer readings also failed to clearly reveal the suspected large feature; however, 
several large highly magnetic anomalies appear along the margins of Grids A and C with axes that 
appear to be around 2 and 3 m in length (Figure 5.8). Interestingly, most of these anomalies appear 
to be relatively evenly spaced, with approximately 5 m of separation between them. A cluster of 
both high and low magnetic anomalies appear further south in Grid B, providing another 
interesting, though obscure, set of signatures encompassing a diameter of roughly 8 m (Figure 5.9). 
Unfortunately, none of these anomalies were ground truthed with excavation, although TU 27 was 
placed within the northwestern portion of Grid 7/A. Finally, the southwest–northeast trending 
linear patch of anomalies spanning Grid D and the northwest corner of Grid A are almost certainly 
associated with modern terracing activities. 
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Figure 5.4: View from the north-northwest of the approximately 3-m long soil stain exposed in a 
fresh terrace cut, winter 2014. 
 
 
Figure 5.5: Possible posthole exposed in terrace cut just south of the linear soil stain. 
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Figure 5.6: GPR time slices from Grid 7. 
 
Figure 5.7: GPR time slices from Grid 8.
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Figure 5.8: Gradiometer Grids A–D. 
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Figure 5.9: Correspondences and anomalies in Grids 7 and 8/A–D. 
 
 
 
Grids L and P 
 
These two grids were only surveyed with the gradiometer. Aside from another glimpse at 
modern terracing activity, Grids L and P exposed a strong arcing anomaly (Figure 5.10). 
Coincidentally, though fortuitously, a series of soil cores spaced in 1-m intervals were examined 
from within the vicinity of this anomaly for the purposes of documenting the southern enclosure 
through this method. As depicted in Figure 5.11, the cores immediately adjacent to this magnetic  
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Figure 5.10: Gradiometer Grids L and P. 
 
 
anomaly vary significantly in depth to subsoil. This would seem to indicate that the high intensity 
readings are not due to modern magnetic interferences, but rather, are associated with soil 
disturbances. 
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Figure 5.11: Results of soil cores through the anomaly in Grids L and P. Note the contour line 
showing the grids location on the southern enclosure (see Figure 5.2). 
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Grids I–K, M–O 
 
These six contiguous grids were also only surveyed for magnetic intensity, and correspond 
to the eastern half of our west surface survey grid. Although surface collections in this area yielded 
the highest artifact densities from our surface survey program, no clearly defined patterns of 
anomalies are visible (Figure 5.12). However, as with the other gradiometer grids, isolated 
anomalies of primarily high magnetic intensity occur throughout the survey area. TU 28 was 
placed just to the southwest of this composite grid and grids L and P. 
 
 
Figure 5.12: Gradiometer Grids I–K, M–O. 
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Grid 2 
 
This grid was completed during an active crop cycle, and was placed slightly offset from 
our arbitrary site grid in order to survey transects between corn crows. Grid 2 yielded at least two 
strong circular anomalies (Figure 5.13), although of unknown origin. North–south streaking 
anomalies are assumed to represent furrows, plow scars, or possibly operator error. No anomalies 
in Grid 2 were ground truthed. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.13: GPR time slices from Grid 2. 
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Grids 1 and E 
 
These grids were placed in an attempt to identify the extent of a large pit (Feature 1) that 
had been exposed in an excavation unit (TU 21) during a previous trip to the site (see description 
in the following chapter). Feature 1 expressed a prominent signature within the northwestern 
corner of GPR slices appearing between approximately 51 and 95 cmbs (Figure 5.14); however, 
this feature appears to be only vaguely present within the gradiometer readings (Figure 5.15). This 
is possibly due to interference via the strong linear anomaly in the eastern portion of these grids, 
which is assumed to be related to a modern disturbance as it runs parallel to a visible topographic  
 
 
 
Figure 5.14: GPR time slices from Grid 1. 
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Figure 5.15: Gradiometer Grid E. 
 
 
 
demarcation between fields (Figure 5.16). The GPR (and excavation) data suggests Feature 1 may 
measure roughly 2.5 by more than 3 m in plan view.  
These grids also produced a cluster of anomalies just south and east of Feature 1, 
represented in the GPR readings exceeding 1 m in depth, as well as the gradiometer data. Though 
this cluster may be related to village activity, these anomalies seem most likely to have resulted 
from modern disturbances. 
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Figure 5.16: Correspondences and anomalies in Grids 1 and E. 
 
 
Grids 3–5/F–H 
 
These grids were placed to investigate the area of high surface artifact densities within the 
southeastern-most margins of our east surface survey area. Similar to Grids L and P, these grids 
also produced strong arcing anomalies (Figure 5.20). As detailed in Figure 5.21, traces of the 
prominent curving anomalies also appear to be visible within the GPR results. Strong dipolar 
anomalies such as those seen within L and P, and along the southern margins of these grids are 
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sometimes associated with thermoremanent magnetism, resulting from burning (Kvamme 
2001:357), though it is also possible that some of the anomalies within this composite may be due 
to modern objects or disturbances. Notably, these anomalies correspond to the general vicinity of 
the highest artifact concentrations within our East surface survey grid. Unfortunately, plans to 
ground truth these features on our final trip to Kolomoki were thwarted by a freshly planted crop 
over this area; TU 25, however, was excavated within the immediate vicinity of these anomalies. 
In a similar manner to Grid E, this composite displays what is believed to be a modern 
interference in the form of a north–south linear anomaly, also running parallel to a modern field 
boundary demarcated by a barbed wire fence. The location of this anomaly is perplexing, however, 
as the fence is located just East of Grid 3/H, and seemingly registers as an alternate north–south 
trending interference on the eastern margins of this grid. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.17: GPR time slices from Grid 3. 
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Figure 5.18: GPR time slices from Grid 4. 
 
Figure 5.19: GPR time slices from Grid 5.
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Figure 5.20: Gradiometer Grids F–H. 
 
 
Summary 
 
The geophysical survey program provides intriguing, albeit ambiguous, evidence for use 
of the south as an occupied area. Though only two anomalies (Feature 1 and the prominent 
anomaly in grids L and P) were able to be ground truthed, the isolated and/or clustered anomalies 
detected in virtually every survey grid suggests a substantial amount of activity within the 
southwestern enclosure area. It is interesting that no obvious signatures of domestic structures were 
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Figure 5.21: Correspondences and anomalies in Grids 3–5/F–H. 
 
 
encountered with the survey program despite our extensive survey coverage across the area. 
However, the strong anomalies encountered within Grids A–D, as well as the arcuate anomalies 
detected by the gradiometer warrant further investigation in this regard. Unfortunately, due to the 
equivocal results of the geophysical survey program, these data contribute little to the 
understanding of the development of Kolomoki’s village. 
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Chapter 6: Results of Small-Scale Excavations 
 
 
Nine test units together totaling 15 m2 in area were excavated across Kolomoki’s Southwest 
Enclosure activity area. Test units were placed with the aim of exposing subsurface features, based 
primarily on surface densities, geophysical anomalies, and accessibility. Virtually every 
excavation unit, with the possible exceptions of TU 24 and TU 25, displayed indications of plow 
disturbances extending to the interface of the clay subsoil. Notably, only trace amounts of faunal 
material were recovered from our excavations in the South Village; poor preservation due to 
routine soil disturbance via plowing, as well as the acidic soils characteristic of the area, are surely 
responsible for the accelerated degradation of these remains. Though several test units were placed 
on or at least in the vicinity of Kolomoki’s southern enclosure, no trace of this earthwork was 
revealed in any of our excavations.  
For the sake of brevity, and because samples were taken exclusively from features, results 
of the flotation program are reported in conjunction with the excavation data. Also considered 
herein are previously identified samples of charcoal recovered via 0.25-inch dry screening during 
excavation. In addition to the identified macrobotanicals, nearly all of these samples also produced 
at least a few modern seeds or plant fibers. This is unsurprising given the locations of our 
excavation units, all of which were located immediately adjacent to, if not within, active 
agricultural fields. The majority of the features identified during this project also appear to have 
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been at least slightly disturbed by plowing and/or bioturbation, affording the opportunity for the 
introduction of modern materials into these deposits. All floral remains discussed below are 
charred materials, and are considered to represent pre–Columbian ecofacts. As previously 
mentioned, macrobotanical results are summarized from the reports of Bonhage-Freund (2015a, 
2015b, 2016).  
Finally, six AMS dates were retrieved from selected charred plant remains recovered from 
feature contexts (see also Menz 2015). Radiocarbon dates are discussed in conjunction with 
temporally sensitive artifacts for comparison between these relative dating schemes. 
 
 
Figure 6.1: Locations of small-scale excavations within the South Village. Note that excavation 
units are not to scale.
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Table 6.1: Summary Artifact Counts from Test Units. 
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Table 6.2: Summary Artifact Counts from Features. 
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Table 6.3: Summary of Ceramic Proportions from Test Units. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 6.4: Summary Counts of Rim Treatments and Vessel Forms from Test Units. 
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Table 6.5: Summary Data for Features from Test Units. 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 6.6: Summary Data for Flotation Samples from Test Units. 
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Table 6.7: Summary Counts of Macrobotanicals from Light Fractions. 
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TU 20 
 
Test Unit 20, a 1-x-1-m square, was placed on the edge of a thin tree line on the crest of 
the hill that represents the highest natural landform at the site. The placement of TU 20 was guided 
by topography, a concentration of surface artifacts, and the assumption that this area may have 
been subject to less plowing since the tree line occupies a property boundary between two 
agricultural fields. The local datum was established just outside the northeastern corner of the unit 
at 10 cm above the ground surface (8–13 cmbd), which was generally level, though with slight 
undulations. TU 20 was excavated in arbitrary 10-cm levels and along natural stratigraphic breaks 
when discernable, with a total of three levels excavated to a maximum depth of 42.5 cmbd. 
Controlling for area, TU 20 produced one of the densest deposits of ceramics and lithics within 
the excavated areas of the South Village, with notably high quantities of lithics and particularly 
chert and milky quartz. 
Three soil strata, including clay subsoil, were encountered during the excavation of TU 20 
(Figure 6.2). Stratum I consisted of a 12 to 16-cm thick brown sandy clay appearing between 8 
and 27.5 cmbd. Underneath this layer was a slightly more compact 5 to 12-cm thick dark brown 
sandy clay (Stratum II), which intercepted a dark reddish brown clay subsoil (Stratum III) between 
32.5 and 35.5 cmbd. Strata I and II appear to have been disturbed based on the presence of probable 
plow scars consisting of two diffuse soil discolorations streaking north–south near the interface of 
Stratum II and the subsoil, as well as a piece of aluminum noted within Stratum II. This test unit 
contained no discernable pre-historic features. 
TU 20 was the only unit in which our excavations penetrated into the site’s compact clay 
subsoils. A single 10-cm level produced slightly less than a third of the total artifact assemblage  
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Table 6.8: Artifact Counts from TU 20. 
 
 
 
Table 6.9: Weight in Grams of Artifacts from TU 20. 
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Figure 6.2: The north profile of TU 20. 
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from this unit. Due to the diminished artifact frequencies and the difficulty of excavating the 
compact clay, all subsequent excavations were terminated upon encountering clay subsoil. 
Temporally sensitive artifacts provide ambiguous evidence for the place of TU 20 within 
Pluckhahn’s (2003) ceramic chronology. Dominated by plain wares (~72 percent), the low 
proportion of Swift Creek Complicated Stamped (~21 percent) and early Weeden Island series 
ceramics (1.9) suggest a potential late (Phase IV) affiliation. Three rim sherds recovered from TU 
20 provide no clear temporal associations, though do not contradict a late phase assignment for 
this unit. 
 
TU 21/23 
 
Test units 21 and 23 were two contiguous 1-x-1-m units excavated over the course of two 
trips to the site. These test units were placed north of TU 20, though on the same hill crest and 
based on similar reasoning. While still along the property boundary, this area contains a gap within 
the tree line extending roughly 30 m north–south. Each unit’s local datum was established at 10 
cm above ground surface, and was placed just outside the northeast and northwest corners of TU 
21 and TU 23, respectively. The ground surface (7.5–12 cmbd) of these units expressed somewhat 
undulating topography, though with no notable slope. Both units were excavated in arbitrary 10-
cm levels, and were excavated to a maximum depth of 41 cm, at which point Feature 1 and the 
surrounding subsoil became visible. These units also produced some of the densest deposits of 
ceramics and lithic materials within the study area, including appreciable quantities of chert 
debitage and sandstone.
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Table 6.10: Artifact Counts from TU 21/23. 
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Table 6.11: Weight in Grams of Artifacts from TU 21/23. 
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TU 21/23 produced a fairly complicated south profile (Figure 6.3), with mottled 
stratigraphy perhaps resulting from bioturbation or the plowing of the upper portion of the large 
feature that was uncovered in these units. A more regular profile was revealed along the composite 
north wall (Figure 6.4), and consisted of three distinct strata. Stratum I was a 10 to 23-cm thick 
heavily mottled yellowish red clay loam, brown sandy clay, and red sandy clay appearing between 
9 and 34 cmbd. Below this layer, Stratum II was encountered between 24 and 55 cmbd, and 
consisted of a 5 to 25-cm layer of heavily mottled dark reddish brown sandy clay, dark brown 
sandy clay, and yellowish red clay loam, which within the south profile contains at least three 
lenses of dark reddish brown sandy clay. A dark reddish brown clay subsoil was encountered 
within the northern portion of these units between 33 and 42 cmbd. As previously mentioned, these 
strata appear to have been disturbed, as well as the upper portion of the feature within this unit, as 
historic materials including plastic, paper, and rubber, were recovered between 20 and 30 cmbd, 
and also from a flotation sample indiscriminately pulled from Feature 1. 
Feature 1 consisted of a large and puzzling basin-shaped feature exposed at around 40 
cmbd (Figures 6.5 and 6.6). The apparent pit exhibited gently sloping walls toward a fairly level 
base, which was excavated to around 70 cmbd along the southern wall of the two units. The soil 
matrix of the lower, portion of Feature 1 consisted primarily of a dark reddish brown fine sandy 
loam with notably sparse iron stone inclusions. Both a hammer stone and a chert PP/K preform 
were recovered from the two flotation samples pulled from the portion of Feature 1 in TU 23. With 
the exception of residual ceramics, and one unidentified decorated sherd, Feature 1 produced 
exclusively plain sand/grit tempered and Swift Creek Complicated Stamped wares, providing 
slightly over one fifth of the total artifacts produced by these two units (Table 6.10). 
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Figure 6.3: The south profile of TU 21/23. 
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Figure 6.4: The north profile of TU 21/23. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.5: View to the east-southeast of Martin Menz excavating Feature 1, summer 2015. 
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Figure 6.6: Plan view of TU 21/23.  
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Three flotation samples were submitted from Feature 1, including samples from the upper 
and lower portions of this feature, as well as a sample from a generalized context. 
Archaeobotanicals of interest from this feature include one probable panic grass caryopsis, three 
goosefoot seeds, one pigweed seed, and one presumed maize kernel. Wood charcoal from this 
feature was not analyzed, but clearly included pine. A previous sample of charcoal recovered from 
0.25-inch dry screening of Feature 1 also produced two fragments of probable holly (Ilex sp.) 
(Bonhage-Freund 2015b). 
Proportions of Swift Creek Complicated Stamped (~42 percent) and early Weeden Island 
series ceramics (~1 percent) suggest a general early (Phase I–II) association for TU 21/23. Three 
ceramic rims exhibiting narrow folds generally support an early phase assignment for these units. 
An AMS date was produced from a piece of pine charcoal recovered from the lower portion of 
Feature 1. This sample produced a conventional radiocarbon age of 1820±25 B.P. (Menz 2015), 
with a 2σ calibrated age of cal A.D. 127–252 (94.7 percent probability) or 306–311 (0.7 percent 
probability). Though this date is in keeping with an early phase assignment, it also slightly pre-
dates Pluckhahn’s Phase I (ca. A.D. 350–450). A second AMS date was generated from the 
presumed maize kernel recovered from this unit, and returned a date of 580±20 B.P., calibrated at 
2σ to cal A.D. 1309–1361 (64.8 percent probability) or 1386–1412 (30.6 percent probability). 
Though this sample was identified as a “probable maize kernel” (Figure 6.7), a δ13C value of -27.8 
‰ (ran twice) is too low for maize (van der Merwe 1982:598), and conflicts with this assessment. 
Interestingly, this date represents the first radiometric determination assumed to be associated with 
Kolomoki’s (very early?) Lamar occupation. As both of these samples were recovered from the 
lower, presumably undisturbed portion of this feature, these dates would seem to indicate that  
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Figure 6.7: Two views at 30x magnification of the macrobotanical specimen identified as a 
probable maize kernel. 
 
 
Feature 1 was disturbed. Alternatively, it is possible that our flotation sample, despite our efforts, 
may have contained mottled soil matrix. 
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TU 22 
 
This unit, a 1-x-2-m rectangle with the long axis oriented north–south, was placed on a 
gentle downslope north of TU 21/23, also along the edge of the tree-line property boundary. The 
location of this unit was chosen for an adjacent surface scatter, and with the assumption that this 
area may have received less plowing due to the tree line. The local datum for this unit was placed 
just outside the southeastern corner of the unit at 10 cm above the ground surface (9–15 cmbd), 
which exhibited a gentle downslope to the west. TU 22 was excavated in arbitrary 10-cm levels, 
with a total of three levels excavated to a depth of 39 cmbd, at which point subsoil and features 
were exposed. This excavation generally yielded relatively low quantities of artifacts with the 
exception of sandstone, which was more common here than in than in other excavations in the 
southern enclosure. 
Stratigraphy within this unit varied between walls, appearing uniform in the west wall 
(Figure 6.8), while the east furnished a more complex profile (Figure 6.9); perhaps the result of 
the western portion of this unit receiving more extensive plowing. The west profile consisted 
entirely of a 20 to 24-cm thick layer of brown sandy clay, apparent from 12 to 37 cmbd. In contrast, 
the east profile exhibited a 10 to 14-cm thick dark reddish brown sandy clay (Stratum I), appearing 
between 9 and 24 cmbd, and overlying an approximately 7 to 13-cm thick alternate dark reddish 
brown sandy clay layer (Stratum II), exposed between 20 and 36 cmbd. The east wall also 
evidenced mottled soils toward the north, designated Stratum III, likely the result of a feature 
intercepted by the plow, which created smearing in this area. A red clay was revealed between 33 
and 37 cmbd, with three darker soil stains extending into the subsoil stratum. Streaking across the 
basal clay of this unit in a northeast–southwestward direction were several prominent plow scars, 
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Table 6.12: Artifact Counts from TU 22. 
 
 
 
Table 6.13: Weight in Grams of Artifacts from TU 22. 
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Figure 6.8: The west profile of TU 22. 
 
 
indicating that the matrix of TU 22, as well as at least the upper portions of the features in this unit, 
were disturbed. 
A possible post mold, Feature 2, was exposed in the northern margins of TU 22 (Figure 
6.10). The soil of this feature consisted of two discernable strata, the first being an approximately 
12-cm thick layer of dark red (2.5YR 3/6) sandy clay loam, likely representing soil disturbed by 
plowing. Beneath this was just over 40 cm of black (7.5YR 2.5/1) sandy clay loam with abundant 
charcoal flecks. Another possible post mold and a shallow basin shaped pit feature (Features 3 and  
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Figure 6.9: The east profile of TU 22, including Feature 2 (far left in photo) after excavation. 
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Figure 6.10: Plan view of TU 22. 
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4 respectively) were also exposed along the east wall in TU 22, though only a relatively small 
portion of each of these features extended into the excavation unit. Notably, these features 
contained very few, if any, artifacts. 
Two samples from two discrete contexts (Features 2 and 4) were analyzed from TU 22. 
Feature 4, a possible shallow basin-shaped pit returned only wood charcoal. Feature 2, a possible 
post mold, produced single maypop and goosefoot seeds, the latter possibly representing a 
domesticated type. Wood charcoal from Feature 2 consisted of 56 percent cane or monocot, 17 
percent pine, and 27 percent hardwood (predominantly hickory). Though no maize cob was 
recovered from TU 22, this combination is often represented in smudge pits (Bonhage-Freund 
2016:5). A previous sample of charcoal recovered from 0.25-inch dry screening of Feature 2 also 
produced fragments of Pine (Pinus spp.), Cane (cf. Arundinaria sp.), White Oak (cf. Quercus alba), 
and Post Oak (cf. Quercus stellate) (Bonhage-Freund 2015b). 
 Proportions of Swift Creek Complicated Stamped (30 percent) and early Weeden Island 
series ceramics (5 percent), albeit of limited sample size, are in accordance with a Phase III (ca. 
550–650) temporal affiliation for this unit. A single direct rim sherd recovered from TU 22 
provides no clear temporal association. A sample of cane from Feature 2 was submitted for AMS 
dating, and yielded a conventional radiocarbon age of 1280±20 B.P. (Menz 2015), calibrated at 2σ 
to cal A.D. 672–770. This date is in agreement with a late phase occupation for the area, though 
conforms to the date range of Pluckhahn’s (2010) Phase IV (ca. 650–850). 
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TU 24 
 
This excavation unit, a 1-x-2-m rectangle with the long axis oriented east–west, was located 
on the margins of an agricultural field immediately south of Mounds F and G, and just west of our 
piece plots in this area. This excavation unit was placed to target an ambiguous and large anomaly 
in the northern center of GPR Grid 6, though no features relating to this anomaly were discovered. 
Given the rather large size of the GPR anomaly, and that subsoil was encountered at a notably 
greater depth in this unit, it is possible that TU 26 may have been placed within the bounds of a 
large feature that was not discernable while excavating. The local datum was placed just outside 
the northeastern corner of the unit at 10 cm above the ground surface (10–14 cmbd), which 
expressed a gentle downslope toward the southwest. With the realization that all previous units 
had contained a plow zone that extended to the interface of clay subsoil, TU 24 was excavated 
along “natural” stratigraphic breaks, which consisted of a single plow zone level excavated to a 
depth of 48 cmbd, at which point subsoil and a single circular soil discoloration were encountered. 
Though containing relatively high proportions of Weeden Island series ceramics, in general, TU 
24 produced low quantities of artifacts, and is among the least dense of our excavated units. 
Three strata, including the clay subsoil, were discernable within this unit (Figure 6.11). 
Stratum I was an 11 to 18-cm thick dark reddish brown sandy clay appearing between 10 and 29 
cmbd. Underneath this, and with a diffuse boundary, was an approximately 20-cm thick alternate 
dark reddish brown sandy clay from 26 to 48 cmbd. A very dusky red clay subsoil was encountered 
between 44 and 48 cmbd. Though no modern materials were recovered from this unit, the two 
excavated strata are considered likely to have been extensively plowed. 
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Table 6.14: Artifact Counts from TU 24. 
 
 
 
Table 6.15: Weight in Grams of Artifacts from TU 24. 
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Figure 6.11: The south profile of TU 24. 
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No features consistent with the estimated dimensions of the GPR anomaly were discovered; 
however, a post mold (Feature 5) extending into the clay subsoil and into the north wall was 
detected at the base of this unit (Figure 6.12). The matrix of this feature was removed in its entirety 
for flotation; 0.25-inch screening of the resulting heavy fraction produced no artifacts. A modern 
burrow extending from the ground surface and penetrating approximately 7 cm into the subsoil 
was also detected within the west wall of this unit. 
Feature 5 was one of few features that did not contain modern seeds or plant fibers. A 
single maize kernel was identified in Feature 5, and represents the only archaeobotanical specimen 
recovered from this feature aside from wood charcoal. Taxon present within the fully analyzed 
wood charcoal assemblage contains 6 fragments of red oak (Quercus rubra), and 24 fragments of 
pine. A previous sample of charcoal recovered from 0.25-inch dry screening of Feature 4 also 
produced fragments of Pine, Eastern Redcedar (cf. Juniperus virginiana), Red Oak (Quercus 
rubra), and Black Walnut (Juglans nigra) (Bonhage-Freund 2015b). 
Though TU 24 produced low quantities of ceramics, proportions of Swift Creek 
Complicated Stamped (20 percent) and early Weeden Island series ceramics (25 percent) suggest 
a late phase (III–IV) assignment, consistent with the temporal association of piece plotted artifacts 
in this general area. A single direct ceramic rim recovered from this unit provides no clear temporal 
association. A sample of pine charcoal from Feature 5 was submitted for AMS dating, and 
produced a conventional radiocarbon age of 1040±25 B.P. (Menz 2015). Calibrated at 2σ to cal 
A.D. 906–916 (1.8 percent probability) or 967–1029 (93.6 percent probability), this date supports 
late phase activity in this area, although postdates Phase IV (ca. 650–850). 
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Figure 6.12: Plan view of TU 24 showing Feature 5 before excavation. 
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TU 25 
 
Test Unit 25, a 1-x-2-m rectangle with the long axis oriented north–south, was located in 
an area of high artifact density within our East surface survey grid, and was placed to investigate 
an anomaly within GPR Grid 3. The local datum for TU 25 was established just outside the 
northeastern corner of this unit at 10 cm above the undulating ground surface (9–15 cmbd), the 
location having recently been plowed. This unit was excavated along natural stratigraphic breaks, 
with a total of two levels excavated to a maximum depth of 42 cmbd, at which point clay subsoil 
and four features had been exposed. Controlling for area, this unit yielded the overall highest 
densities of ceramics and lithics in terms of both counts and weights, and contains the highest 
frequencies of artifacts in virtually every category. 
A total of three strata, including the clay subsoil, were encountered during excavation of 
TU 25 (Figures 6.13 and 6.14). Stratum I consisted of a 9 to 21-cm thick dark brown fine sandy 
clay loam appearing between 9 and 32 cmbd. Underneath this layer was Stratum II, an 8 to 15-cm 
thick dark reddish brown sandy clay extending from 20.5 to 42 cmbd. Interestingly, Stratum II 
appeared to have remained fairly intact despite plowing in this area, as numerous sherds, as well 
as a large stone slab, were found lying in horizontal position (flat) throughout this layer. Subsoil 
was encountered between 37–42 cmbd, and did not significantly contrast with Stratum II except 
in terms of compaction.  
Though no features conforming to the dimensions of the GPR anomaly were encountered, 
four features were discernable within this unit (Figure 6.15). Feature 7 was a large basin-shaped 
feature, up to 90-cm wide and 35-cm deep, and extended into the unit’s west wall. This feature  
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Table 6.16: Artifact Counts from TU 25. 
 
Table 6.17: Weight in Grams of Artifacts from TU 25. 
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Figure 6.13: The east profile of TU 25. 
 
 
was discernable through a slightly darker soil discoloration—the boundary of which expanded 
during excavation—and contained numerous artifacts, including a large quantity of sandstone, 
traces of calcined bone, and abundant flecks of charcoal. Feature 7 may also have been lined with 
a thin layer of yellowish brown clay-like material, possibly limonite, which was encountered at  
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Figure 6.14: The west profile of TU 25. 
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Figure 6.15: Plan view of TU 25. 
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several points along the interface of the feature’s matrix and the surrounding subsoil. Likely 
associated with this pit was Feature 8: a large (~20-cm long) tabular piece of sandstone with up to 
13 cm of a similar yellowish brown material directly atop the slab. This feature extended into the 
east wall, and laid fairly flat along the floor of the unit. Another basin-shaped feature, Feature 9, 
was also visible as a slightly darker soil discoloration exposed along the east wall, and was 
generally similar to Feature 7, though smaller and with steeper sloping sides. A cluster of charcoal 
flecks denoted Feature 10, which after excavation appeared to be a small pit feature located 
between Features 7 and 8. Given the general similarities between Features 7 and 9, and the hearth 
discovered within the Block A pithouse, which also exhibited a yellowish brown clay lining 
(Pluckhahn 2003:151–155), it is possible that these features may have been associated with 
cooking activities. 
Four light fractions were analyzed from TU 25: two samples representing upper and lower 
contexts from Feature 7, one sample from Feature 9, and a sample representing the entirety of 
Feature 10. Archaeobotanicals of interest from TU 25 include one pigweed seed, two confirmed 
and one probable maygrass seeds, one seed fragment of little barley, one goosefoot seed, and two 
probable panic grass seeds. Wood charcoal from these features produced fragments of pine and 
hardwood. A previous sample of charcoal recovered from 0.25-inch dry screening of Feature 7 
also produced a rather diverse assemblage, including a Chickasaw Plum (Prunus angustifolia) fruit 
stone and a fragment of hickory nut shell (cf. Carya sp.). Wood charcoal from the previous sample, 
though dominated by pine, included fragments of red oak, probable southern yellow pine, 
persimmon, cane, post oak, hickory, a specimen from the walnut family, a piece of cottonwood or 
willow charcoal, and several fragments of unidentified hardwood (Bonhage-Freund 2015a). 
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Relative proportions of Swift Creek Complicated Stamped (46 percent) and early Weeden 
Island series ceramics (~1 percent) recovered from TU 25 are consistent with an early (Phase I–II) 
association, and rims recovered from this unit (n = 16) support this assessment. However, AMS 
dating of a piece of pine charcoal recovered from Feature 7 produced a conventional radiocarbon 
age of 1260±20 B.P. (Menz 2015), or cal A.D. 677–775 calibrated at 2σ. A second AMS date from 
a charred Chickasaw plum seed, also retrieved from Feature 7, yielded a conventional age of 
1300±20 B.P., calibrated at 2σ to cal A.D. 664–722 (64.4 percent probability) or 741–768 (31.0 
percent probability). These two nearly identical dates contrast with the ceramic assessments in 
suggesting a Phase IV association for TU 25, or at least for Feature 7. 
 
TU 26 
 
This unit, a 1-x-2-m rectangle with the long axis oriented eat–west, was located between 
TU 20 and TU 21/23. The local datum was placed just outside the northeastern corner of TU 26 at 
10 cm above the ground surface (5–17 cmbd), which evinced a gentle downslope toward the west. 
This test unit was excavated along “natural” stratigraphic breaks, which consisted of a single plow 
zone excavated to a maximum depth of 32 cmbd, at which point clay subsoil and three potential 
features were exposed. TU 26 contained generally low artifact densities, though with notable 
quantities of plain ceramics and chert relative to the other low density units. TU 26 also produced 
one of the most diverse lithic assemblages of our excavation units. Interestingly, this unit also 
contained the only ground stone tool, a celt fragment, recovered during this project, as well as the 
only PP/K recovered from an excavation unit, consisting of the basal portion of an unidentified 
chert contracting stemmed biface. 
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Table 6.18: Artifact Counts from TU 26. 
 
Table 6.19: Weight in Grams of Artifacts from TU 26. 
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Figure 6.16: The north profile of TU 26. 
 
 
A single plow-zone stratum exposed in TU 26 was composed of an 11 to 22-cm thick dark 
brown sandy clay loam between 5 to 32 cmbd (Figures 6.16 and 6.17). Stratum I gave way to a 
red clay subsoil between 26.5 and 38 cmbd. Several plow scars were found streaking north–south 
across the base of this unit, and also intersecting all three of the potential features. The western 
most 50 cm of this unit’s floor was excavated an additional 1 to 3 cm in order to remove plow 
scars.  
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Figure 6.17: The south profile of TU 26, including the small undesignated-potential feature in the 
southwest corner. 
 
 
Two circular soil discolorations indicated potential shallow pit features at the base of TU 
26. A possible third feature was also present extending into the southwestern corner, though only 
a small portion of the feature was exposed within the excavation unit, and as such, did not receive 
feature designation. Notably all of the potential features in this unit were intersected by plow scars, 
and pieces of paper and plastic were recovered from Feature 11, the larger of the two potential pit  
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Figure 6.18: View to the north of Martin Menz excavating Feature 11, fall 2015. 
 
 
features, which also contained what appeared to be a small burrow toward its southern boundary. 
Interestingly, bits of yellow mineral (presumably limonite) and sandstone were also recovered 
from along the edges of Feature 11, possibly also indicating cooking activities in this area. Artifact 
densities were noticeably concentrated within the eastern portion of TU 26 amidst the general 
location of the two potential pit features (Figure 6.19). 
One flotation light fraction was submitted from each of the two possible pit features. 
Consistent with the impression during excavation that these features were heavily disturbed, the 
samples contained high quantities of modern-botanical materials. The archaeological assemblage 
from these samples contained only wood charcoal, and included mostly oak and some pine. 
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Figure 6.19: Plan view of TU 26. 
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Proportions of Swift Creek Complicated Stamped (~18 percent) and Weeden Island series 
ceramics (~2 percent) suggest a late (Phase IV) assignment for this unit. Though no rim sherds 
were recovered from TU 26, the lower half of a PP/K with a contracting stem is in keeping with a 
late phase association. 
 
TU 27 
 
This excavation unit, a 1-x-2-m rectangle with the long axis oriented north–south, was 
located on the southwestern periphery of the macro artifact scatter that denotes the South Village. 
This unit was placed in an attempt to investigate the previously mentioned linear soil stain exposed 
in a terrace cut during the winter of 2014. Though this area received geophysical survey prior to 
the excavation of TU 27, unfortunately these data were not processed in time to guide our 
excavation. As a result, the placement of this unit was based on the location of the potential feature 
by way of a rough pace count. Subsequent georeferencing indicated that TU 27 did not intersect 
any of the GPR or gradiometer anomalies. The local datum was placed just outside the 
northwestern corner of this unit at 10 cm above the ground surface (10–15 cmbd), which exhibited 
a gentle slope toward the south and east. This unit was excavated along “natural” stratigraphic 
breaks, and consisted of a single plow zone level extending to a maximum depth of 38 cmbd, 
where subsoil and a small circular stain were encountered. As might be expected given its location, 
TU 27 yielded the overall lowest densities of ceramics and lithics of any of our excavations within 
the South Village. 
Two discrete strata, including the clay subsoil, where visible in TU 27 (Figure 6.20). 
Stratum I consisted of a 20 to 25-cm thick layer of mottled brown sandy clay and dark reddish  
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Table 6.20: Artifact Counts from TU 27. 
 
 
 
Tables 6.21: Weight in Grams of Artifacts from TU 27. 
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Figure 6.20: The west profile of TU 27, including Feature 13 (near the northwestern corner) before 
excavation. 
 
 
brown sandy clay appearing between 10 to 38 cmbd. A dark reddish brown clay subsoil (Stratum 
II), was encountered between 31 to 38 cmbd. Several plow scars streaking north–south and 
northeast–southwest were exposed at the base of this unit. 
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Figure 6.21: Plan view of TU 27 showing Feature 13 before excavation. 
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A small circular soil discoloration, Feature 13, was revealed intercepting the northern wall 
of TU27 (Figure 6.21). Excavation of this feature revealed a shallow depression; possibly a post 
mold that had been truncated by the plow. No artifacts were recovered from Feature 13.  
The matrix of this feature was removed in its entirety for flotation, but this produced only 
a liter of soil subject to flotation. One partial grass caryopsis was identified from Feature 13, likely 
representing a “seed” or “grain” of cane (Bonhage-Freund 2016:6). Wood charcoal from this 
feature consisted of hardwood and pine. The small ceramic assemblage recovered from TU 27, 
dominated by plain ceramics (75 percent) and devoid of rim sherds, tenuously suggests a late 
(Phase IV) association for this unit. 
 
TU 28  
 
Test unit 28, our final excavation unit, was a 1-x-2-m rectangle with the long axis oriented 
north–south placed in an area of high artifact density within our West surface survey grid. This 
unit was placed over the visible slight rise which subtly denotes the extant remains of the southern 
enclosure. The local datum for this unit was established just outside the southwestern corner at 10 
cm above the ground surface (9–19 cmbd), which expressed an apparent downward slope toward 
the north. TU 28 was excavated along “natural” stratigraphic breaks, which consisted of a single 
plow zone level excavated to a maximum depth of 32 cmbd, where subsoil was encountered, and 
several soil stains were visible. Despite its intriguing location, TU 28 produced a low density of 
artifacts in general, though with a notable quantity of sandstone. 
Excavations in this unit revealed two discernable strata, including the clay subsoil (Figure 
6.22). Stratum I was a 12 to 16-cm thick mottled dark reddish brown and red sandy clay appearing  
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Table 6.22: Artifact Counts from TU 28. 
 
 
Table 6.23: Weight in Grams of Artifacts from TU 28. 
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Figure 6.22: The west profile of TU 28. 
 
 
between 10 and 32 cmbd. Below this layer, a red sandy clay subsoil was encountered between 26 
and 32 cmbd. The base of this unit revealed several northeast–southwest streaking plow scars, as 
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well as several darker soil discolorations explored through excavation—several of which 
represented disturbance related to bioturbation. 
Four possible features were identified at the base of TU 28 (Figure 6.23). Three of these 
features constituted shallow depressions extending into the subsoil, perhaps representative of pit 
features (Feature 17 and 18) and a possible post mold (Feature 14) that may have been truncated 
by plowing. Though Feature 16 was only slightly clipped by the unit’s west wall, this feature 
appeared to be significantly more intact than the others, as was indicated by its extent of roughly 
50 cm into the clay subsoil. The small area of this feature exposed within TU 28 provided limited 
information on its dimensions, but was considered to possibly represent the edge of a deep post 
mold. 
The proportions of Swift Creek Complicated Stamped (~41 percent) and early Weeden 
Island series (~5 percent) ceramics recovered from this test unit tentatively suggests a Phase II (ca. 
450–550) or III (ca. 550–650) temporal association. No ceramic rims were recovered from TU 28. 
 
Summary 
 
A total of nine test units were excavated to gain materials for intra-village comparison, to 
further refinement the temporal assessment for areas across the southwestern enclosure activity 
area, and to provide additional information concerning the permanence of occupation in these 
locations via artifact, ecofact and feature densities. Generally speaking, the artifact assemblages 
produced from these excavation units do not express significant differences in terms of ceramic 
types or lithic raw materials except in terms of overall densities. Three test units, TU 20, 21/23,  
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Figure 6.23: Plan view of TU 28. 
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and 25 produced appreciably denser deposits relative to the other excavations from the south, 
suggesting areas of more extensive occupation, and possibly of longer duration. Interestingly, the 
densest unit, TU 25, was located within our East surface survey grid, while TU 28, representing 
the West surface grid, indicated only a modest deposit; the two test units portraying the inverse of 
the survey results in terms of overall artifact densities. Giving the benefit of the doubt to the 
“potential features” described above, general feature densities suggest a light occupation across 
the southwestern enclosure activity area, again with perhaps more intensively occupied areas 
toward the east.   
Phase assessments of the excavated areas via Pluckhahn’s (2003) ceramic chronology 
indicate primarily later phase (III–IV) assemblages across the area, though at least three units, TU 
21/23, 25 and 28, may represent occupation that began during Phase I and/or II. Radiocarbon dates 
obtained from feature contexts, however, appear to conflict with some of the ceramic and PP/K 
based chronology assessments, and suggest a generally late (Phase IV+) occupation across the 
South Village. 
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Chapter 7: Discussion 
 
 
 The results of this project provide new insights into several aspects of the occupational 
history of Kolomoki, including the formation of its village, as well as the identification of 
contrasting assemblages from various sections of the residential community that may be indicative 
of different social groups. In this chapter I will first summarize the important points pertaining to 
the South Village area, and then move to a more holistic approach to address the chronology and 
character of occupation at Kolomoki. 
 
A View from the South Village 
 
A recurring pattern across artifact categories is an increase in subsurface density from west 
to east across the South Village, culminating in TU 25. This eastward increase in density is 
consistent with the impressions provided by Pluckhahn’s (2003) site-wide shovel test and surface 
collection data, suggesting a division of the southern village arc into southwestern and southeastern 
sections based on artifact densities. With this in mind, TU 25 may plausibly be more representative 
of the Southeast Enclosure, though it is technically located on the eastern edge of the Southwest 
Enclosure activity area as defined by Pluckhahn (2003).  
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The distributions of diagnostic artifacts, though of limited sample size, also suggest 
possible temporal differences between samples in eastern and western areas. Generally speaking, 
samples toward the east yielded diagnostics and ceramic proportions more in keeping with 
Pluckhahn’s (2003, 2011) early phases (I–II), while samples toward the west produced more late 
phase (III–IV) indicators. This may reflect occupation that began earlier toward the east; certainly 
plausible given the closer proximity to water and relatively high densities within the Southeast 
Enclosure area. However, the radiocarbon dates generated by this project reinforce previous 
discrepancies noted by Pluckhahn (2011:179) relating to the accuracy of the date ranges associated 
with the ceramic seriation employed in the previous four-phase scheme. 
Notably, five radiocarbon dates from Pluckhahn’s Block A excavation produced primarily 
late (Phase III–IV) clustering dates, though ceramics from these units where in accordance with a 
Phase I–II assemblage (see Pluckhahn 2003, 2011). This same situation was encountered with two 
AMS dates from TU 25, which also produced Phase IV dates with a Phase I–II ceramic assemblage 
(see also Menz 2015). Further, only two of the 19 radiocarbon dates obtained from village context 
unequivocally date to Pluckhahn’s (2003) Phase I or II (ca. 350–550). An AMS date on a piece of 
pine charcoal from Feature 1 (TU 21/23) produced a 2σ date of cal A.D. 127–311; one of the 
earliest dates so far retrieved from the site (Menz 2015). However, a presumed maize kernel from 
the same context also produced a 2σ date of cal A.D. 1309–1412, calling into question the validity 
of the pine charcoal date as representative for this area. The only other village context date with 
age ranges exclusively falling within Phases I and II was recovered from Pluckhahn’s (2003) TU 
3, located just north of Mound D. Wood charcoal from Feature 5 in this unit returned a 2σ 
calibrated date of cal A.D. 254–536, which is nearly identical to a 2σ calibrated assay retrieved 
from the midden underneath Mound D dating to cal A.D. 252–530 (see Pluckhahn 2003:Table 2.3). 
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Figure 7.1: Locations of small-scale and block excavation units across Kolomoki. Note that 
excavation units are not to scale.  
 
 
As discussed below, this area of the village appears to be the location of the earliest occupation at 
Kolomoki. With the discrepancies within the previous relative dating scheme also encountered 
within the results of the South Village Project, it became clear that the chronology of occupation 
at Kolomoki needed to be refined. 
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A Revised Chronology of Occupation at Kolomoki 
 
Bayesian modeling of the village occupation was undertaken using a total of 27 dates from 
several proveniences across Kolomoki’s village areas (Table 7.2). This total includes seven new 
AMS dates produced under the auspices of the Kolomoki South Village Project, as well as eight 
new luminescence dates retrieved by Pluckhahn and Wallis (forthcoming), and 12 AMS and/or 
conventional radiocarbon dates generated from previous projects at Kolomoki (see Pluckhahn 
2003:Table 2.3, 2011:Table 7-1). 
Sequential phase modeling was undertaken with various combinations of dates and from 
one to six phases. A four-phase solution produced the best overall model agreement indices. The 
model was further improved by considering three of the 27 dates as outliers. Each of these three 
demonstrated agreement indices below the acceptable threshold (< 60 percent). The rejected dates 
include two TL/OSL dates on Swift Creek sherds from the midden beneath Mound D, which 
returned 2σ calibrated age ranges between 370 and 0 cal B.C. As this date range is very early for 
Swift Creek ceramics, these dates appear to be corrupted. The third rejected date, obtained from a 
piece of pine charcoal from Feature 5 in TU 24, yielded a 2σ calibrated range from cal A.D. 906 
to 1029; representing one of the youngest AMS dates so far retrieved from the site. With these 
three dates removed, our model produced very high agreement indices (Amodel = 141.1, Aoverall = 
138.9), with individual agreement indices ranging from 137.6 to 70.4 percent (Table 7.3). In the 
following sections, modeled date ranges are set off by italics in order to distinguish them from 
conventionally calibrated date ranges. With the aim of one day overcoming the difficulties posed 
by the lack of stratigraphy at Kolomoki, I include qualitative descriptions of artifacts and 
assemblages thought to have diagnostic potential in the discussion of the four-phase model below.  
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Table 7.1: New AMS Dates from the South Village Project.  
 
 
 
 
Table 7.2: Modeled Phases of Occupation at Kolomoki. 
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Table 7.3: Dates Included within the Bayesian Model of Occupation at Kolomoki. 
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Phase I. The strongest evidence for the earliest occupation at Kolomoki occurs within the 
vicinity of Mound D during Phase I. This phase begins sometime between cal A.D. 19 and 323 
(95 percent posterior density estimate), probably between cal A.D. 117 and 306 (68 percent 
posterior density estimate), and ends sometime between cal A.D. 269 and 524 (95 percent), 
probably between cal A.D. 342 and 471 (68 percent). The model suggests that this phase may have 
lasted as long as 430 years (95 percent), and perhaps as little as 86 to 316 years (68 percent). 
A sample of “old humus” and a Swift Creek sherd recovered from the midden beneath 
Mound D returned ranges that overlap between cal A.D. 250 and 406 (95 percent). Similarly, a 
sample of wood charcoal from TU 3, straddling the Northwest and Near Plaza areas north of 
Mound D, returned a range of cal A.D. 245 to 426 (95 percent). The rich midden deposit below 
Mound D (see Pluckhahn 2003:81–82; Sears 1953a), and the possible pit house clipped by Block 
C (Pluckhahn 2003:171), make both of these proveniences good candidates for habitation during 
Phase I. 
The ceramic assemblage from below Mound D, excavated by Sears (1953a) and reanalyzed 
by Pluckhahn (2003:Table 3.7), is not clearly differentiated from later assemblages in terms of the 
relative frequencies of plain and Swift Creek Complicated Stamped wares. However, the midden 
beneath Mound D contains the highest proportion of Blakely Complicated Stamped ceramics 
recovered from the site, at roughly 4 percent of the total identifiable ceramic assemblage, and 
representing approximately 10 percent of all complicated-stamped wares within the assemblage. 
As noted by Pluckhahn (2003:81), this ceramic type—a local Swift Creek variant with bold designs 
(> 4 mm lands and grooves)—is thought to be “a good marker for the earliest Woodland occupation 
at Kolomoki.” However, in contrast to the submound midden, Block C (including TU 3) produced 
only a single sherd of this type, representing less than 1 percent of the total identifiable ceramics 
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recovered from this area (Pluckhahn 2003:Table 5.2, Table 6.15), though the assemblage from 
Block C was significantly smaller than that from beneath Mound D. 
The fourth date incorporated within the Phase I cluster, recovered from Feature 1 in TU 
21/23, is the earliest AMS date so far recovered from Kolomoki. Following Menz (2015), I 
consider this sample to represent possible activity, rather than habitation, within the South Village 
area during this interval. As Menz (2015:66) points out, this sample was recovered from “atop the 
highest natural landform at Kolomoki, which could have provided a useful vantage point during 
the initial layout of Kolomoki’s early mound phases and community plan.” Alternatively, the 
spatial isolation of this date relative to others from this interval may suggest that this sample of 
pine charcoal could represent old wood.  
A possible hiatus is indicated within the 68 percent modeled interval (17 to 166 years) 
between Phases I and II. However, this gap is closed under the 95 percent estimate (0 to 251 years); 
thus a hiatus between the two phases is not considered likely. 
 
Phase II. Phase II marks the beginning of occupation in portions of what I term the “outer 
village,” in reference to the large-circular village footprint that encompasses the majority of 
Kolomoki’s earthworks. This phase began sometime between cal A.D. 405 and 620 (95 percent), 
probably between cal A.D. 480 and 587 (68 percent), and ends sometime between cal A.D. 644 
and 729 (95 percent), probably between cal A.D. 656 and 692 (68 percent). The model suggests 
that Phase II lasted between 42 and 228 years (95 percent), and possibly between 86 and 208 years 
(68 percent).  
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Dates adhering to this interval were produced from excavations in the areas just north and 
south of Mound A, in the Wells Edge and North Ravines activity areas, respectively. That these 
locations were occupied relatively early within the site’s chronology is unsurprising given their 
positions around spring heads and their close proximity to Mound A. Indeed, it seems likely that 
these locations would have been considered highly desirable to the residents of Kolomoki. 
Occupation in the Northwest Area also seems to have begun during this period. Three dates 
retrieved from the upper (Feature 57a) and lower (Feature 57b) portions of fill from the 
semisubterranean house in Block A register to this interval. These three samples produced 95 
percent posterior density estimates collectively spanning cal A.D. 470 to 664, which precede 
samples of wood charcoal (cal A.D. 689–773 at 95 percent), and bone (cal A.D. 859–977 at 95 
percent) from this structure’s hearth (though note that the integrity of the bone sample has been 
questioned [see Pluckhahn 2003:155]), possibly indicating inverted stratigraphy. These dates 
suggest that the house may have been filled, at least in part, with repurposed Phase II midden, 
though the structure itself may have been occupied later in time, probably during Phase III. This 
interpretation could be seen as adding another line of evidence to the argument by Pluckhahn and 
colleagues (2006) that Block A was the location of one or two small-scale feasts. Recalling the 
seemingly rapid deposition of fill within this structure (Pluckhahn et al. 2006:266), it seems 
plausible that some of this material may have been retrieved from midden in the surrounding area. 
Unfortunately, diagnostic artifacts for Phase II remain fairly ambiguous. The areas that 
yielded dates falling within this phase are either demonstrated by the model (North Ravines and 
Northwest Area) or considered likely on the basis of ceramic diagnostics in conjunction with 
radiocarbon dates (Wells Edge) to be multicomponent areas (see also Pluckhahn 2003:120–122). 
Generally speaking, however, ceramic assemblages during Phase II were more than likely 
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dominated by Swift Creek Complicated Stamped ceramics that exhibit relatively narrow lands and 
grooves, at Kolomoki possibly indicative of the Late Swift Creek stylistic tradition, and are 
seemingly the most prevalent ceramic type across the site’s village areas (Fairbanks 1946:259; 
Thomas Pluckhahn, personal communication 2016).  
 
Phase III. This phase appears to represent when the outer village first reaches its maximum 
extent, conforming to a circular plan nearly a kilometer in diameter. Phase III begins sometime 
between cal A.D. 671 and 761 (95 percent), probably between cal A.D. 679 and 751 (68 percent), 
and ends sometime between cal A.D. 691 to 806 (95 percent), probably between cal A.D. 712 and 
780 (68 percent). The model suggests that this phase lasted as long as 108 years (95 percent), and 
possibly as short as 52 years (68 percent). 
Samples from this interval were retrieved from areas that span the northern and southern 
enclosures, as well as the North Ravines. Interestingly, the seven modeled dates included in Phase 
III exhibit virtually identical 68 percent posterior densities, ranging from cal A.D. 700 to 767. The 
spread represented in the six discrete excavation proveniences that produced Phase III dates 
strongly suggests contemporaneity between several sections of the outer village during this time. 
Late Swift Creek Complicated Stamped wares also appear to dominate the ceramic assemblages 
during Phase III. A Pearson’s chi-square test (Table 7.4) found an association between these 
ceramics and the site’s northern and southern enclosures (!2 = 18.027, df = 1, p < .001), which 
appear to have been most intensively occupied during this phase. As referenced throughout this 
thesis, the work of Pluckhahn and Norman (2011; see also Pluckhahn 2011) suggests that 
expanding-stemmed forms of stone points are also likely good indicators of the newly modeled 
Phase III, and probably the preceding phases as well. 
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Table 7.4: A 2x2 Contingency Table Representing the Proportion of Swift Creek Ceramics vs. 
Other Ceramic Types within the Enclosures vs. Other Areas of the Site. 
 
 
 
A hiatus is suggested by the 95 percent modeled interval (35 to 232 years) between these 
Phases III and IV. At 68 percent probability, this interval is modeled to between 98 and 189 years.  
 
Phase IV. Phase IV is perhaps the most enigmatic interval of occupation, though is well 
represented within the modeled batch of dates from Kolomoki. This phase began sometime 
between cal A.D. 808 and 962 (95 percent), probably between cal A.D. 867 and 937 (68 percent), 
and ends sometime between cal A.D. 892 and 1018 (95 percent), probably between cal A.D. 922 
and 985 (68 percent). The model suggests that Phase IV may have lasted as long as 175 years (95 
percent), and possibly as short as 80 years (68 percent).  
Samples conforming to this interval were recovered from the Northwest Area, from the 
North Ravines, and from within the vicinity of the Southeast Enclosure area, though four of the 
eight dates in Phase IV were retrieved from the North Ravines. The spatial distribution implied by 
these dates is intriguing as portions of the outer village along the enclosures seem to have been 
reoccupied after the probable hiatus between Phases III and IV. 
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Late occupation in the North Ravines is consistent with the picture painted by the ceramic 
assemblages recovered by Sears (1956) in this area. Likewise, various sampling strategies 
employed by Pluckhahn (2003, 2011) in the North Ravines consistently produced among the 
highest densities of Weeden Island series and other Late Woodland ceramic types relative to any 
other area across the site. A Pearson’s chi-square test (Table 7.5) found an association between 
Weeden Island series ceramics and the North Ravines (!2 = 6.793, df = 1, p = .009), reflecting the 
high density of this pottery recovered from the Block D excavation compared to all other activity 
areas. Though the North Ravines appears to be a multicomponent location with occupations during 
all but the earliest phases of the new chronology, given the late radiocarbon dates coupled with the 
strong presence of Weeden Island ceramics, it seems reasonable to assume that Block D and the 
North Ravines were generally occupied most heavily in the latest phases of Kolomoki’s village.  
Though Weeden Island series ceramics show up in low quantities across Kolomoki’s outer 
village areas, the Wells Edge—which according to the excavation unit data, also contains a 
relatively dense deposit of these wares—would seem to be a good candidate for potential late phase 
occupation as well. If relatively high densities of Weeden Island ceramics are accepted as a reliable 
 
 
Table 7.5: A 2x2 Contingency Table Representing the Proportion of Weeden Island Series 
Ceramics vs. Other Ceramic Types within the North Ravines vs. Other Areas of the Site. 
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indication of Phase IV occupation, then the Wells Edge and the North Ravines seem to have 
remained favored locations for habitation from Phase II until the site’s abandonment. Finally, the 
West Terrace, located just north of Mounds F and G also contains a notable quantity of these 
ceramics, suggesting a potentially substantial Phase IV occupation in this area as well. 
A final intriguing aspect of Phase IV is the late ranges of the trapped charge dates produced 
from Swift Creek Complicated Stamped sherds. These dates are somewhat unexpected as they 
slightly postdate the commonly accepted temporal range for Swift Creek in Georgia (see 
Stephenson et al. 2002). If these assays are accurate, then it appears that this pottery style mayhave 
remained popular at Kolomoki as it was falling out of favor in other areas in the region. 
 
Characterizing Kolomoki’s Village 
 
Given the massive expanse of the outer village, are there any notable disparities between 
residential areas that could be indicative of different social groups within Kolomoki’s village 
community? Polar oppositions in particular classes of material culture have been documented at 
other Swift Creek and Weeden Island ring sites (e.g., Ellison 2009; Milanich et al. 1997; Russo et 
al. 2011, 2014b; Saunders 1998). At Kolomoki, the most obvious contrasts appear between the 
occupied areas along the northern and southern enclosures (Menz 2015). These differences are 
revealed in the patterned distributions of lithic raw materials and permanence of occupation in 
these areas, and may possibly indicate a dual social structure at Kolomoki. 
 
Patterned Distributions of Lithic Raw Materials. As discussed in Chapter 1, Menz (2015) 
has recently demonstrated that certain categories of lithic raw materials are concentrated in 
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particular areas across Kolomoki’s village areas, appearing in localized clusters along the northern 
and southern enclosures. Menz (2015:84) interprets these concentrated areas as “evidence for the 
presence of multiple distinct corporate groups, possibly based on extended households, lineages, 
or clans within the community at Kolomoki.” While Menz explored these patterns within 
Pluckhahn’s (2003) site-wide shovel test and surface collection data, they are also apparent within 
the assemblages generated from small-scale and block excavations. 
Using these data, a Pearson’s chi-square test (Table 7.6) found an association between 
Coastal Plain chert and the northern enclosure (!2 = 33.892, df = 1, p < .001). An initial Mann-
Whitney U-test comparing the average densities of chert within excavations along the northern 
and southern enclosures did not indicate significant differences between these areas (Table 7.7). 
However, this is likely due to two excavation units (TU 11 and 12) in the Northwest Area that 
produced abnormally low densities in every artifact category, resulting in widely-fluctuating 
densities for this location. As the Northwest Area is generally one of the highest density activity 
areas at Kolomoki, these tests do not appear to be representative of this location, but do lend 
credence to the notion of localized artifact concentrations along the northern enclosure. Likely due 
 
 
Table 7.6: A 2x2 Contingency Table Representing the Proportion of Coastal Plain Chert vs. 
Other Flaked Stone Types within the Northern Enclosure vs. the Southern Enclosure. 
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Table 7.7: Mann-Whitney U-test of Coastal Plain Chert Densities between the Northern and 
Southern Enclosures. 
 
 
 
to the small sample size, these excavation units do not register as outliers (defined as greater than 
one and a half times the midspread). However, when just one of these is removed, the 
nonparametric test indicates significant differences, and increase in significance after both of these 
units have been excluded. 
A Pearson’s chi-square test (Table 7.8) shows that clear quartz is associated with the 
southern enclosure (!2 = 9.267, df = 1, p = .002). However, this result is fairly surprising given 
that the shovel test data appears to indicate that this material is concentrated along the northern 
enclosure (see Menz:Figure 4-31). The chi-square result may possibly be due to the very high 
density of chert in the north, perhaps skewing the proportions of the assemblages. A Mann-
Whitney U-test comparing this lithic raw material is also affected by TU 11 and 12, and does not 
produce significant differences until after the data from these units have been removed from 
consideration (Table 7.9). That significant differences between the enclosures are not indicated by 
this test until after these units have been removed lends support to the notion that clear quartz is 
indeed concentrated along the northern enclosure. 
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Table 7.8: A 2x2 Contingency Table Representing the Proportion of Clear Quartz vs. Other 
Flaked Stone Types within the Northern Enclosure vs. the Southern Enclosure. 
 
 
 
Table 7.9: A Mann-Whitney U-test of Clear Quartz Densities between the Northern and Southern 
Enclosures. 
 
 
 
In order to make comparisons involving milky quartz—a raw material category that Menz 
(2015) found to be almost exclusively clustered along the southern enclosure—I collapsed milky 
quartz, quartzite, and orthoquarzite into a single category. This was necessary as Pluckhahn’s 
 (2003; 2011) previous lithic analyses did not employ these fine-grained distinctions, but instead 
grouped these materials into a general quartzite category. Consistent with Menz’s findings, a 
Pearson’s chi-square test (Table 7.10) found an association between these materials and the 
southern enclosure (!2 = 14.465, df = 1, p < .001), though comparisons of average densities did  
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Table 7.10: A 2x2 Contingency Table Representing the Proportion of “Quartzite” vs. Other 
Flaked Stone Types within the Northern Enclosures vs. the Southern Enclosure. 
 
 
 
not indicate significant differences between the enclosures (Table 7.11), likely due to the generally 
low quantities of this raw material category. 
The tests above generally substantiate the differences in lithic raw material assemblages 
between sections of Kolomoki’s village observed by Menz (2015). Though Menz also found 
contrasts in the manufacturing strategies associated with these raw materials, my cursory analysis 
of the lithic assemblages produced from the South Village excavations does not permit comment 
on these details.  
 
 
Table 7.11: A Mann-Whitney U-test of “Quartzite” Densities between the Northern and Southern 
Enclosures. 
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Patterned Distributions of the Permanence of Occupation. In order to determine the 
permanence of settlement along the northern and southern enclosures, I investigated three proxies: 
ceramics, features, and macrobotanicals. These measures serve to inform one another, and taken 
together, provide evidence for contrasting uses of space between the enclosures.  
Operating under the assumption that the density of ceramic deposits may reflect the 
permanence of occupation in a given area, I performed nonparametric mean comparisons between 
excavation units along the northern and southern enclosures to determine if these areas express 
significant differences in the average densities of ceramic deposits. Initial comparisons between 
these areas did not indicate significant differences (Table 7.12). However, after removing the two 
anomalous low density units (TU 11 and 12) along the northern enclosure, significant differences 
are indicated in a Mann-Whitney U test, suggesting that this area may have been a location of more 
permanent occupation. 
Comparisons of pit and post feature densities and volumes also suggest intriguing 
differences pertaining to the permanence of settlement in these areas. As Table 7.13 indicates, 
excavations along the northern enclosure generally produced two times as many features as those 
along the southern enclosure. The northern enclosure also produced higher numbers of post molds  
 
 
Table 7.12: Mann-Whitney U-test of Total Ceramic Densities between the Northern and 
Southern Enclosures. 
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Table 7.13: Feature Comparisons between the Northern and Southern Enclosures. 
 
 
 
as reflected in the measures of density and proportion of this feature type. Interestingly, 
excavations along the southern enclosure produced higher frequencies of pit features (many of 
which assumingly represent storage facilities) relative to the north. On average, these features also 
appear to be larger in the south, as demonstrated by the measures of both volume (l) and area (m).  
The differences between the number of post molds and the capacity for storage uncovered 
along the northern and southern enclosure provide telling differences for the uses of these areas. 
Following the logic employed Birch (2012), I interpret the higher densities of post molds within 
the north as likely indicative that this area was more intensively occupied than the investigated 
areas along the southern enclosure (see also Cook 2007). Conversely, the high capacity for storage 
within the south could be indicative of less permanent, more seasonally based residency (sensu 
DeBoer 1988), or perhaps a higher level of economic autonomy (DeBoer 1988; Pluckhahn 2011, 
2013; Wesson 2008). Though these renderings are not necessarily mutually exclusive, I prefer the 
former. 
Seasonality determinations from macrobotanicals collected from these areas are consistent 
with this interpretation. While botanicals recovered from along the southern enclosure express no 
shortage of taxa harvested throughout the spring and summer, autumn and winter resources are 
virtually absent from the assemblage (Table 7.14). This contrasts starkly with the botanicals 
recovered from light fractions in areas along the northern enclosure (see Pluckhahn 2003), where  
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Table 7.14: Harvest Seasons of Macrobotanicals  
Recovered from the Northern and Southern Enclosures. 
 
 
 
taxa available during the spring and summer are also present, but the assemblage is dominated by 
mast resources (Table 7.15).  
 
A Dual Social Structure at Kolomoki. Aside from the north-south contrasts noted above, 
evidence of a dual social structure within Kolomoki’s residential community can also be found 
within aspects of the settlement itself. In Chapter 2, I discussed how the circular village plan may 
have been an active strategy of integration for an internally differentiated community. Included 
within my discussion was the idea that Kolomoki’s village may have represented a sociogram, a 
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Table 7.15: Macrobotanicals from Flotation Light Fractions per 100 Liters. 
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mechanism that served to foster a sense of inclusion through a physical inscription of equal 
relations onto the landscape. However, Kolomoki’s layout viewed in terms of a sociogram 
becomes even more interesting with further considerations to the north-south contrasts noted above. 
Though the central mound axis may have served to reinforce inclusion through symmetry, 
there is also a fundamental tension within the mound-village structure, as the northern and southern 
portions of Kolomoki’s village are bisected by the mound axis. This effect serves to divide or split 
the village community into at least two parts, a consequence Kolomoki’s inhabitants were likely 
aware of considering that symmetry seems to have figured heavily into Swift Creek iconography 
(Pluckhahn 2007a; Snow 1998; Wallis 2011). While this division could be interpreted as 
undermining the integrative village plan argument, it could also be read as revealing a structural 
mechanism reinforcing it, in that the north-south division of Kolomoki’s village could be another 
indication of a dual social structure. Indeed, dual social structures such as sodalities are frequently 
discussed as a means of cross-cutting opposing groups, lessening potential hostilities, and 
balancing power (Hegmon 1989; Hudson 1976; Kowalewski 2006; Tuzin 2001). Moiety social 
organizations are also a strategy that many southeastern indigenous communities are known to 
have employed during the contact period (Hudson 1976). Perhaps a dual social structure at 
Kolomoki helped serve to keep the relative equality of the large village population in check. 
Additional evidence for dual social organization also exists in other forms than the 
contrasts noted above, and the potential diagrammatic representation of Kolomoki’s village, 
though perhaps on equally as tenuous grounds. Pluckhahn and Thompson (2013) have noted the 
seemingly common occurrence of dual burial mounds at large ceremonial centers in the Woodland 
southeast, including at Kolomoki, and have suggested that these facilities may be indicative of 
dual social structures. Potential evidence for a dual logic of organization at Kolomoki also comes 
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in the form north-south color symbolism apparent within some of Kolomoki’s mounds (see 
Pluckhahn 2003:88–89), as well as the stepped summit of Mound A, which was also replicated in 
an earlier incarnation of Mound D (see Sears 1953a, 1956). These indications are consistent with 
the idea that Kolomoki’s village plan may be representative of a sociogram depicting a segmented 
community, and plausibly a dual social organization within the village. 
 
Regional Trends 
 
As noted in Chapter 2, recent research suggests that several ring-shaped settlements 
underwent reorganizations of their village plans around A.D. 650 (e.g., Russo et al. 2009, 2011, 
2014b; Shanks 2016; Wallis 2016; Wallis et al. 2015). These settlements typically appear to 
expand from a smaller ring midden to a larger ring midden located nearby, with the latter tending 
to include the addition of early Weeden Island series ceramic types.  
Pluckhahn (2003) has reviewed site-file data from counties within a 200-km radius of 
Kolomoki, demonstrating with the available data that around its founding, Kolomoki existed in 
relative isolation between two settlement clusters roughly 70-km north and south of the site along 
the Chattahoochee River. However, sometime around ca. 650 to 850, site-file data indicates an 
apparent abandonment of the fall line, and a shift in settlement toward the southern half of the 
Chattahoochee River Valley (Pluckhahn 2003:43). Given what appears to be the close proximity 
of these two trends in time, it seems likely that these settlement expansions may be related to the 
southward shift in settlement. 
 Arguing from analogy with the trends noted above, Kolomoki’s village may have started 
as a smaller-circular settlement that expanded to a larger-circular configuration—as our model 
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indicates—seemingly reaching its full extent during the seventh or eighth century A.D., perhaps 
as a result of this population shift. As previously stated, the best empirical evidence for habitation 
during Phase I appears to be within the immediate vicinity of Mound D. However, apparent within 
Pluckhahn’s (2003:108) shovel test and surface collection grid is a circular artifact scatter of 
relatively “moderate” density, which demarcates the bounds of the site’s central plaza. Similar to 
the Swift Creek/Weeden Island ring middens cited above, this artifact scatter is dominated by plain 
and Swift Creek wares, but is virtually devoid of early Weeden Island series ceramics (see 
Pluckhahn 2003:Table 4.5). In contrast, early Weeden Island ceramics are found, albeit in small 
quantities, in all of the activity areas associated with the outer village. As Pluckhahn (2003:108) 
notes, this smaller-circular scatter appears to be where Sears (1956) placed Kolomoki’s village. 
While it is certainly possible that this scatter may represent “refuse swept out of the plaza” 
(Pluckhahn 2003:108), the potential structure intercepted by Block C within the immediate vicinity 
of this area, coupled with the early date recovered from this excavation, lends support to the notion 
of habitation near the central plaza (see also Pluckhahn 2003:139–140). 
 Finally, the presence of what Pluckhahn (2003) refers to as Kolomoki’s “Outer Plaza,” 
bears mentioning. This area, centered largely in the space between Mounds E, F, G, and H, is also 
relatively free of material culture. Of 171 shovel tests within the Outer Plaza, only roughly one-
fourth of these contained artifacts (Pluckhahn 2003:108). Following Stout and Lewis (1998), if the 
layout of Kolomoki adhered to a similar design logic as did many of the Mississippian towns that 
followed thereafter, the presence of Kolomoki’s Outer Plaza could be indicative of settlement 
expansion. 
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Summary 
 
 Several new dates allowed the construction of a Bayesian model of occupation for 
Kolomoki’s village. The four-phase sequential model depicts an expanding settlement with at least 
one episode of probable abandonment and subsequent reoccupation. In addition to this revised 
chronology, I suggest that at the height of village expansion, a segmentary society comprised 
Kolomoki’s residential community. This is evidenced by north-south disparities in the 
distributions of lithic raw materials, as well as contrasts in the densities of ceramics, pit and post 
feature density and volume, seasonality indications obtained through macrobotanicals, and aspects 
of the settlement design itself. I interpret all of these together as indicative of a potential dual social 
structure within Kolomoki’s village. Additionally, in relating the new sequence of occupation to 
trends identified in recent research within the region, I speculate that Kolomoki’s village may have 
expanded from a small-circular village that bordered the site’s central plaza to a larger-circular 
settlement, possibly associated with regional population shifts taking place during this time. 
Finally, it should be noted that my revised chronology of occupation at Kolomoki provides 
only a rough estimate regarding the formation and development of Kolomoki’s outer village. It is 
probable that with additional dates from contexts allowing greater “spread” across the village, a 
more accurate picture of its development will emerge. For example, no dates from the West 
Terrace were included in the model provided above, though this area may have been a location 
with rather permanent settlement of substantial duration (Pluckhahn 2003). Nevertheless, the 
chronology above certainly serves to hone our understanding of occupation at Kolomoki, and 
provides a detailed assessment of the development and social composition of an early village 
community within southeastern North America.   
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Chapter 8: Conclusion 
 
 
My research project significantly refined and elaborated upon the work of my predecessors 
at Kolomoki. The materials generated from new excavations within the South Village provided a 
means to better understand the pace of development of the village, and enabled comparisons 
between sections of the site’s residential areas. The results of this project indicated that Kolomoki 
was home to a dynamic and shifting community. A refined chronology of the village suggests that 
Kolomoki started as a relatively compact settlement sometime around the second century A.D., 
and grew to a massive scale around the seventh or eighth century A.D. During what appears to be 
the height of its population growth, the village contains numerous indications of an internally 
divided community, including differences in the distributions of lithic raw materials, ceramic 
densities, pit and post feature density and volume, and seasonality determinations obtained from 
macrobotanicals. These distinctions are revealed in a north-south manner, possibly representing a 
dual social structure at Kolomoki. Importantly, this work also makes valuable contributions toward 
a general understanding of early villages by documenting the development of the village 
community at Kolomoki, and identifying potential strategies and social mechanisms at play during 
this process. 
Though the reasons behind Kolomoki’s formation ultimately remain ambiguous, the 
expansion of the village appears to be paralleled at other sites in the region (e.g., Russo et al. 2009, 
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2011, 2014b; Shanks 2016; Wallis 2016; Wallis et al. 2015), suggesting a large-scale phenomenon 
was occurring sometime around the seventh or eighth century A.D. Whether or not the population 
shifts that appear to be taking place during this time are associated with these settlement 
reorganizations is currently unclear. However, the close proximity in the timing of these two 
occurrences suggests they may be related in some way. Region-wide population shifts are 
associated with the development of early villages in areas of the American Southwest, though in 
this region, the formation of these communities is also often linked to widespread conflict (e.g., 
Wilshusen and Potter 2010). 
My research also suggests that Kolomoki’s residential community exhibited internal 
variation, possibly in the form of a dual social structure. This aspect of early village societies 
deserves further attention. It appears that the inhabitants of Kolomoki actively manipulated their 
settlement plan to create a sense of order. The opposing layout of Kolomoki’s outer village may 
have provided a mechanism that allowed disparate groups to participate in the creation of a shared 
identity, while also acknowledging and preserving their differences. Physical separation of the 
more permanent residents in the north from those that resided on a more seasonal basis to the south 
may have been a strategy for mitigating tensions and lessening hostilities between village 
constituents. At the same time, the placement of the village into a generally circular arrangement 
may have helped to facilitate community integration by reinforcing notions of equality and 
cohesion within the divided community, perhaps symbolically as a sociogram, though also 
practically by placing spaces subject to communal sanctions around the focal point of the 
residential layout. Ultimately, whether or not Kolomoki’s village was successful as an integrative 
structure is unclear. However, the modeled durations of Phase III, possibly as short as 52 years at 
68 percent probability, suggests that the outer village arcs may have been contemporaneous only 
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for a relatively short time span. How other early villagers may have structured their settlements to 
meet the needs (real or imagined) of their constituents is a topic worthy of further study. 
 
Applications 
 
 As mentioned in Chapter 1, The Kolomoki Mounds State Historic Park continues to relay 
much of Sears’s original interpretations of Kolomoki. Though various updates have been made 
throughout the park, including a short film featuring a brief interview with Dr. Thomas Pluckhahn, 
much of the interpretation supplied throughout the park and museum are no longer accurate. The 
results of this project could provide a framework for much needed updates to interpretations at the 
park. 
 So far, our own efforts at public engagement with this project include the creation of a 
Facebook page—entitled: Kolomoki Archaeology Team – KAT—which we have periodically 
updated during the course of this research. Further efforts will be made to publish reports of our 
field work for the Kolomoki South Village Project, as well as the results and interpretations 
included in this thesis. 
 
Future Directions 
 
 The findings of this project have produced numerous avenues for future research. Perhaps 
most interesting to me are some of the magnetic anomalies encountered within several of my 
gradiometer grids. As discussed in Chapter 5, coring through the dipolar-arcuate anomaly in Grids 
L and P indicate that anomalies of this type appear to be the result of soil disturbances, and could 
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be associated with village activity at the site. Additionally, the dimensions of the large strongly 
magnetic anomalies within Grids A–D, and the relatively even spacing between them, makes these 
good candidates for potential structural remains within the south village area, and certainly warrant 
supplementary investigation. 
 Other avenues include further refinement of the village chronology, which could be 
achieved through additional radiometric determinations from underrepresented activity areas. 
Similarly, a project dedicated to a detailed reassessment of the site’s ceramic seriation, 
corroborated with radiocarbon dates, would also be an invaluable contribution to understanding 
the chronological sequence at Kolomoki, and elsewhere. 
 Ultimately, more data is needed to make accurate inferences relating to the social 
composition of Kolomoki’s residential community. However, this thesis provides several 
intriguing avenues for future research in this regard.   
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Appendix A: Example Name and Image Release Form 
 
 
Figure A1: Example name and image release form for the volunteer field crew. 
 
I __________________________________ grant Shaun West permission to use my name and 
image in his masters thesis “Investigating Early Village Community Formation and 
Development at Kolomoki (9ER1).” 
 
Signature:_________________________________   Date:________________ 
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Appendix B: Photo and Map Permission from Dr. Thomas J. Pluckhahn 
 
 
Figure B1: Photo and map permission from Dr. Thomas J. Pluckhahn. 
